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A1

ARCHITECTURAL RULES

1. Introduction
1.1.

Some of the objectives of the Pecanwood Estate Homeowners Association NPC
(“HOA”) incorporates the promotion, advancing and protecting of communal interests,
the safety and welfare of its members, the promotion of the Estate and the maintaining
and persevering of the specific character associated with a lifestyle at Pecanwood
Estate and also to sustain the value of properties on the Estate.

1.2.

These objectives are achieved by inter alia the introduction and the implementing of
security measures for and controlled access to the Estate, by maintaining and
controlling the aesthetic appearance of buildings and improvements on the Estate by
the adoption and implementation of Estate Rules and to regulate design, building
improvements and building conduct on the Estate.

1.3.

The Pecanwood Estate Homeowners Association NPC (“HOA”), has imposed certain
rules relating to the aesthetics, designs and external appearance of all buildings,
structures, features, (including swimming pools), and landscaping on the Estate. All
houses (including outbuildings) shall be designed to conform with this unique
Pecanwood Architectural Style and to the satisfaction of the delegated and authorised
Architectural, Aesthetics & Building Committee of the HOA. Any additions, alterations
and extensions must be consistent with the style, finishes and appearance of existing
buildings of that part of the Estate. (Refer to paragraph 3 of the architectural rules and
article 9 of the Memorandum of Incorporation). All internal alterations and structural
changes must be indicated on an architectural plan, which must be submitted to the
Local Municipality of Madibeng for approval. A copy of the approved plan must be
submitted to the HOA.

1.4.

In order to achieve a harmonious and aesthetically pleasing environment, a single
theme of architectural style will be applied to all buildings on the Estate. An
architectural practice/s can be appointed by the HOA for the Estate, and all working
drawing plans, for submission to the HOA for its approval, for new and altered houses
and out-buildings, shall be drawn by a qualified and registered architect.

1.5.

Plans with all necessary details must be submitted for written approval in terms of these
rules prior to building operations commencing. These plans shall then also require
approval by the Madibeng Local Municipality (“the Council”).

1.6.

A Survey of the land is to be done prior to commencement of design process.

1.7.

The restrictions set out in these Architectural Rules are in addition to any
restrictions imposed in terms of Conditions of Title, the applicable Town Planning
Scheme and National or any other building regulations.

Architectural Design & Building Rules and Building Contractors Rules
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1.8.

Notwithstanding that any plans or improvements may comply with any such restrictions
imposed by third parties, the approval of any plans or improvements in terms of these
rules on the Estate shall be at the sole discretion of the HOA. Similarly, compliance
with restrictions imposed by the HOA shall under no circumstances absolve the owner
from the need to comply with restrictions imposed by third parties, nor shall the HOA
approval be construed as permitting any contravention of restrictions imposed by any
authority having legal jurisdiction.

1.9.

The HOA has the right in its sole discretion from time to time, to depart from these rules,
provided that such departure is intended to enhance the overall aesthetics on the
Estate.

1.10.

It must be understood that not every aspect of architecture can be defined by “Rules”,
thus, the HOA will have the final discretion regarding the design and external
appearance of the buildings.

1.11.

The decision on whether or not the plans for a house comply with the approved
Architectural Style and these architectural rules shall be at the sole discretion of the
HOA. Not to detract from the aforementioned, the following principal guidelines shall
apply: Reference to be made to Design and Specification Schedules.

2.

Town Planning
As per town planning scheme (residential 1 or 2) = Zoning

2.1.

Coverage & FSR:
Please refer to the applicable approved town planning scheme. (To be obtained from
the Local Municipality of Madibeng)
The following definitions in respect of coverage & FSR is for clarification but the HOA
reserves the right to within its sole discretion to approve the coverage and FSR.

2.1.1.

Coverage
Means the portion of a property which is covered by all buildings measured over the
outside external walls as seen from vertically above and is expressed as a
percentage of the area of the property excluding all unroofed structures whether
attached or detached from the main building.

2.1.2.

Floor Space Ratio
FSR calculations apply to double storey houses and include those areas with both a
floor slab and roof covering on ground and first floor. The first floor slab serves as a
roof covering for the ground floor. Therefore staircases and other double volume
areas may be excluded from the first floor calculation, as long as they are included in
the ground floor calculation. Garages may also be excluded from the entire
calculation.


The FSR calculation is as follows:

Architectural Design & Building Rules and Building Contractors Rules
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Total Ground floor area (excl garage) + first floor area (excl double volume and
staircase) x 100 Divided by Erf area






The only areas that will be permitted to be excluded from the FSR calculation are as
follows:
Bona Fide garages.
One half of the staircase calculation. (i.e.) first floor area of staircase may be
excluded.
One half of the double volume calculation. I.e. Double volume may be calculated
only once. (i.e.) first floor area of double volume may be excluded
Bona fide “Porte Cocheres and other structures and buildings” may be considered,
at the sole discretion of the HOA. Porte Cocheres must form part of the FSR &
Coverage calculations.

NOTE: The Architect is responsible for ensuring that the floor areas, and therefore, the
coverage and FSR calculations provided on the plan, are correct. The HOA accepts
these areas/calculations in good faith and cannot be held responsible for any legal
implications that may arise due to incorrect calculations.
2.2.

Building Lines:
There are certain areas on Pecanwood Estate, as noted in below, External Design
Criteria, which have their specific building lines and other restrictions, and which must be
read in conjunction with this. Please consult the Pecanwood HOA if in doubt.

2.2.1.

Generally, for all areas of Pecanwood Estate: See diagram 1A
 1.0m side space is required on each common boundary of the stands,
 3.0m building line is set at the golf course, park, or waterfront boundary,
 2.0m building line at the road boundary.

2.2.2.

The 2.0m roadside building line may be relaxed for garages only.

2.2.3.

The relaxation is as per the discretion of the Pecanwood HOA where at least 200mm
must be left between the garage and the road servitude boundary, provided that there is
a minimum of 5m between the garage and the kerb. However, if two separate garages
have been designed for one stand, at least one garage must be 1.0m from the side
boundary. See diagram 1B

2.2.4.

Site plans must show adjacent site information with regard to garages to prevent
adjacent garages being too close together. Garages on adjacent stands to be a minimum
of 1.0m apart with a building line of 500mm minimum between each garage and the side
boundary.

2.2.5.

This condition applies even when an existing garage is 200mm away. Should this be the
case, then the adjacent garage is to be 800mm away.

2.2.6.

Site plans must show adjacent site information with regard to any approved and/or
existing development or buildings.

Architectural Design & Building Rules and Building Contractors Rules
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2.2.7.

For panhandle stands on Jack Nicklaus Drive 6.0m reciprocal right of way servitude is to
be shown on both panhandle stands with the entire 6.0m panhandle indicated. See
diagram 1C

2.2.8.

Larger and Consolidated Stands
Excluding Pecanwood extension 9 stands (1285 – 1304), rectangular properties (as
different to fan-shaped) with 20m or more frontage, shall have an aggregate side space
building line of 3m with a minimum of 1m on any one side, and a 4.5m building line to the
golf course boundary. See diagram 1D
Please note that the above does not apply to consolidated stands with an existing house
on at least one of the original stands.

2.2.9.

The following stands have the following building lines due to their unusual shape:




Triangular stand 960 - 1m building line on Private Open Space side
Triangular stand 425 - 1m building line on golf course side
Triangular stand 472 - 3m building line on golf course side

All other standard building lines indicated in point 2.2 shall apply to side and street
boundaries.
2.2.10

Double storey houses – Jack Nicklaus Drive (Extension 7)
(Stand Nos. 94, 95, 98, 99, 102, 103, 125, 126, 129, 130, 133, 134, 137, 138, 141, 142,
145, 146, 149, 150, 153, 154, 157, 158, 161, 162, 165, 166, 411, 412, 413, 416, 417,
418, 438)
Double storeys on the Western row of houses on the double row of stands on Jack
Nicklaus Drive, shall have a first floor building line of 5m to the road side, an aggregate
side space of 3m, with a minimum of 1m on any one side, and a 7.5m building line to
the boundary on the golf course side. See diagram 1E
Coverage
FSR

60%
0.6

Ground floor building lines are as per the single storey building lines for the rest of the
Estate.
Unlike various other double storeys on the Estate, no uncovered balconies may
encroach over the 7,5m first floor golf course building line.
2.2.11

Double Storey Houses – Eagles Landing Boundary (Extension 15 & 10)
Stand Nos. 1236 – 1240 incl: 1111 – 1127 incl, 1307 – 1311 incl, 1314, 1315
The following criteria shall apply to the eastern stands in Extensions 8, 10 & 15:

Architectural Design & Building Rules and Building Contractors Rules
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2.2.11.1

The building line down the entire East Boundary, Stands 1236 – 1240 (ext 8), 1111 1127 (ext 10) and 1307 – 1311, 1314 & 1315 (ext 15) inclusive, shall be a minimum of
3.0m.

2.2.11.2

Stands 1236 – 1240 (ext 8), 1111 - 1127 (ext 10) and 1307 – 1311, 1314 & 1315 (ext
15) may also be double-storey buildings, but with further building restrictions.

2.2.11.3

The building lines for the first floor of any double-storey building in these areas are as
follows : See diagram 2
10m from the East Boundary, but relaxed per the (See diagram 2, 2A plan & 2B
section) attached, reducing to 5m and 6m from any street boundary.
A side space of minimum 2m from both sides, with an aggregate of 5m side space.
This double-storey restraint does not change the standard ground floor building lines
already in place as applicable to all of Pecanwood.
Coverage
FSR

60%
0.6

Limited uncovered balconies are acceptable on the first floor where they form part of the
roof covering of the ground floor. This is at the discretion of the HOA. However, any first
floor open balcony that encroaches over the side first floor building line shall be properly
screened off to ensure the neighbour’s privacy.
2.2.12

For stands1231- 1235, 1270 -1277, 1312, 1313 and 1316 – 1319, standard
Pecanwood single storey building lines apply.

2.2.13

Spurwing Lake – Stand Nos. 1041 - 1069 (Extension 11)
(Please see point 8.2 for additional deck specifications)
These properties have the original standard Pecanwood sized site, plus an additional
+6m into the lake area for a timber deck. The following will apply:

2.2.13.1

The lake-side house building line shall be the line of the original standard site boundary,
+ 6m from the new boundary, i.e. near the top of the bank of the lake. (See diagram
3A plan & section.) The + 6m varies slightly per stand, and is indicated on the survey
diagram. See diagram 3B survey 1 & survey 2
All the other standard street and side building lines still apply.

2.2.13.2

The ± 6m into the lake is solely for the timber deck to extend out over the bank. These
decks in turn shall extend no further than the new boundary line, and shall have a
minimum 1.5m and aggregate 6m deck building line to the side boundaries. See
diagram 3A plan & section

2.2.13.3

The calculation for 60% coverage can be calculated on the complete property size See
diagram 3B survey 1 & survey 2

2.2.14

Bear Village - Stand Nos. 1258 – 1268 (Extension 16)

Architectural Design & Building Rules and Building Contractors Rules
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See the site development plan, See diagram 4
Houses in Bear Village are intended to extend the architectural character of that of the
Golf & Country Clubhouse. For this purpose, the following criteria shall apply to these
houses:
2.2.14.1

Houses in Bear Village may be double storey.

2.2.14.2

The total build area, or FSR, including the ground and the first floor is a maximum of 0,
6 of the erf size. The ground floor maximum coverage area is 40%, including the
garages. The first floor maximum floor area should be 20% of the erf size. The purpose
of this is to avoid a duplication of the ground floor and to avoid the “box” effect.

2.2.14.3

To avoid a monolithic architecture, it is required that the first floor area shall be less than
the ground area, to create a “stepped-back” dimension.

2.2.14.4

Due to the prestige nature of the “village” the minimum area of any house (including
garage) shall be at least 400m².

2.2.14.5

The building lines shall be as follows:

2.2.14.5.1

Golf Course Boundary
Ground Floor:
10m for any structure, open or enclosed.
First Floor:
10m from the golf course boundary for any covered or open balconies, but which may
not be enclosed. 15m for any enclosed part of the house structure.
Due to their unusual shaped frontage, stands 1264 and 1265 shall have an “effective”
boundary line on the golf course boundary. The building line shall thus be measured
from this “effective” boundary line.

2.2.14.5.2

Street Boundary
The street side building line shall be 5.0m for the ground floor, including garage, and
10.0m for the first floor.

2.2.14.5.3

Side Boundary
The side space building line shall be 1.5m for the ground floor including garage, and
3.0m for the first floor.
The east side space building line for stand 1265 to be 2,0m due to water main
servitude.

2.2.14.6

Stands 1267 and 1268 have shared panhandle driveways, with reciprocal right of way
servitudes, which also extend 6m x 6m into stand 1268.

2.2.14.7

Bona fide “porte-cocheres” may be considered, at the sole discretion of the HOA.

Architectural Design & Building Rules and Building Contractors Rules
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2.2.15

Pebble Lane, stands 1285 – 1304 (Extension 9)

2.2.15.1

Dwellings will be restricted to single storey, with no lofts and or mezzanine levels
allowed, and with the maximum wall plate level not exceeding 3.0m in any area
including entrance patios or porches.

2.2.15.2

Primary space/function shall be a single volume and spans will be reduced to
accommodate lower multi roofs. Single large roof masses will therefore be eliminated.

2.2.15.3

Designs to include for roof over hangings, juxta positioning of wall elements, recesses
of patios and other elements to break up the massing of the structures on the peninsula.

2.2.15.4

Patio-type decks can be constructed up to the boundary line only (as elsewhere for
Pecanwood Estate), but for landscaping purposes, low retaining walls can be
constructed, but limited and with curved shaping, and subject to HOA approval. See
also point 9.

2.2.15.5

A “green-belt” or parkland along the shoreline is allowed for and no structures other
than simply a low landing deck and jetty will be allowed in this parkland area. The deck
maximum size to be 5m x 5m = 25m² (as elsewhere for Pecanwood Estate).

2.2.15.6

Owners may construct a boundary fence from their property down to the water, as an
extension of their side boundary line. This fence is to be no higher than 1.2 metres and
is to be either paddock style or steel palisade or at the discretion of the HOA.

2.2.15.7

As elsewhere for Pecanwood Estate, landscaping plans are to be submitted for
approval by the HOA.

2.2.16

Double Storey Houses Stand No. 1173 - 1203
SURVEY & 5b

2.2.16.1

Summary

inclusive. See diagrams 5a

Double storey houses are permitted for these erven. Further specific conditions apply
to certain stands, described below.
Ground floor building lines and side-spaces are as the standard for Pecanwood Estate,
except where described below.
2.2.16.2

Coverage/ FSR/ building lines:
Coverage:
FSR:
Building Lines:
Street:
Golf / Park
Side:

60%
0.6
Ground Floor
2.0m
3.0m
1.0m

Architectural Design & Building Rules and Building Contractors Rules
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5.0m
10.0m
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Garage:

Relaxation to 0.2m street and 0,5m side space.
Refer clause 2.5.1.

2.2.16.3

Limited uncovered balconies are acceptable on the first floor where they form part of the
roof covering of the ground floor. This is at the discretion of the HOA. However, any
first floor open balcony that encroaches over the side first floor building line shall be
properly screened off to ensure the neighbour’s privacy.

2.2.17

The following further conditions will apply to:
Stands 1173 & 1174 (Extension 14)
Point 2.2.19 below, but with a basement garage permitted, with a ceiling height of 2.5m

2.2.18

Stands 1181 – 1188 (Extension 14) See diagram 11A SURVEY, 11B and 11C
Building Lines:
Street:
Golf / Park
Side:

Ground Floor
0.2m
4.5m
1m

First Floor
5m
1m
Agg. 5m
Min 2m

2.2.18.1

There shall be a 4.5m ground floor building line on the golf course frontage boundary.

2.2.18.2

The ground floor street building line shall be relaxed to a 200mm building line, for the
garage and all buildings.

2.2.18.3

No deck or any other structure may encroach past or beyond the top of the existing
retaining wall.

2.2.18.4

If required for house construction purposes, the retaining wall may be increased, but
this shall be terraced back (to the south) of the existing wall, the set back between the
existing and new blocks by at least 1m, and in a similar curved or flowing manner. A
plan is to be submitted to the HOA for approval.

2.2.18.5

All block retaining work shall be fully irrigated and planted out so as to completely cover
the blocks with foliage.

2.2.19

Stands 1173 & 1174 (Extension 14)
Because of the height of the house-platform above the level of the road, these Erven
are permitted to provide for a garaging structure only, at a floor level below that of the
main house floor levels, such that this garage floor level will be approximately at road
level in the form of a basement to the main house structure. This area is to be used as a
parking garage facility only. No storerooms, cellars or any other area of any nature will
be allowed. The HOA is not responsible for any damage due to storm water and / or the
possible consequence of this.

Architectural Design & Building Rules and Building Contractors Rules
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2.2.19.1

This structure is intended to be cut into the earth-mass leaving shoulders of earth to
mostly cover the walls, (excepting where access to the garage facing the street is
required).

2.2.19.2

The maximum floor to ceiling height of this garage is to be 2.5m.

2.2.20

Stands 1173 – 1180 (Extension 14)

2.2.20.1

Because of the filling material that has been imported to raise the level of these ervens,
it may, as an engineering solution, be required to construct “mini piles” for the raft
foundation.

2.2.20.2

This information is provided without warranty and it is the responsibility of each owner
and builder, with their structural engineer, to satisfy themselves as to the founding
solutions.

2.2.21

Stands 1189-1204 & 1173-1180 (Extension 14)

2.2.21.1

Straight retaining walls on the golf course boundary are allowed on the following
condition: See diagram 5B

2.2.21.2

Exposed portion of wall not to be higher than 500mm.

2.2.21.3

The owner will be responsible for the landscaping of the embankment facing the golf
course. (This has to tie in with the golf course master plan)

2.2.22

Double Storey Houses Mountain View Drive (Extension 14)
Portions 1 – 16 of 1172, Extension 14

2.2.22.1

The Standard Architectural and Building Contractor Rules and the following additional
criteria shall apply to the stands on the subdivided erf 1172, portions 1-16, Pecanwood
Extension 14.

2.2.22.2

Town planning and building lines. See diagram 6 & 6A

2.2.22.3

The coverage of each erf is limited to 15% of that erf’s total area, and the FSR at 0.3.
This is indicated in the schedule below-development parameters schedule.

2.2.22.4

The net buildable site area of each erf is per survey diagram 6, also indicated on the
schedule below; Res 3: Development Parameters Schedule, and is to be regarded for
these purposes as the “site/stand/erf”.

2.2.22.5

Double storey houses are permitted.

2.2.22.6

The building “footprint” area is thus permitted for each of the ground and the first floor.
(Refer to point 2.2.27)

Architectural Design & Building Rules and Building Contractors Rules
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2.2.22.7

The standard Pecanwood Street and side building lines shall apply for the ground floor.
On the first floor, an aggregate side space building line of 3m with minimum 1m is
required. See diagram 6A

2.2.22.8

Except for the garage side-space, this shall be 1m min.

2.2.22.9

The north (water frontage) ground floor building line is 3m from the surveyed line of the
net buildable site area of the erf. This surveyed line will be referred to as the ‘water
frontage boundary’.

2.2.22.10

The first floor shall have a double story building line of 5m from the north (water
frontage) boundary and the street boundaries.

Res 3: Development Parameters schedule;

ERF
NO
1172
Portion

GROSS
ERF
AREA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1602
1571
1690
1675
1635
1668
1638
1578
1678
1773
1768
2092
2086
1760
1649
1354

ALL FIGURES IN M²
NET
MAX
ERF
BUILDING
AREA
FOOTPRINT
FOR EACH
FLOOR 15%
666
240.30
699
235.65
612
253.50
568
251.25
544
245.25
650
250.20
692
245.70
634
236.70
651
251.70
641
265.95
646
265.20
723
313.80
618
312.90
544
264.00
478
247.20
616
203.10

TOTAL
MAXIMUM
BUILDING
AREA
0,3
480.60
471.30
507.00
502.50
490.50
500.40
491.40
473.40
503.40
531.90
530.40
627.60
625.80
528.00
494.40
406.20

2.2.22.11

As per other Double storeys on the Estate, so as to avoid the double-storey “square
box” syndrome, houses must have 3D architecture with ground and first floors on
different planes where appropriate.

2.2.22.12

Limited uncovered balconies are acceptable where they form part of the roof covering of
the ground floor. This is at the discretion of the HOA. However, any first floor open
balcony that encroaches over the side first floor building line shall be properly screened
off to ensure the neighbour’s privacy.

Architectural Design & Building Rules and Building Contractors Rules
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2.2.22.13

The area beyond the water frontage boundary line is solely for decks (see point 3.11.14
below) and no other structure whatsoever will be allowed.

2.2.22.13.1

Water

2.2.22.13.1.1 The water itself in Sand Plover pools is not owned by the erf owners.
2.2.22.13.1.2 The HOA shall have servitude of water storage over that part of the property under the
full water level of each pond.
2.2.22.13.1.3 The HOA will maintain the water level and quality as best possible, but have no liability
or warranty as to either.
2.2.22.13.1.4 Owners may use the water for recycled landscape water features on their respective
properties.
2.2.23

Floor Levels:

2.2.23.1

No part of the concrete floor slab may exceed 500mm above Kerb level unless due to
the slope of the land and then only with HOA approval. For the regulation flood-level
purposes, the minimum floor level of any building shall be at 1,164.3m above sea level.
This is to be indicated on all construction plans. All stands must be surveyed by a
registered land Surveyor to establish the boundary pegs, any trees, and water levels if
on a lake, manholes, storm water outlets and existing ground and road/kerb levels
before plans are submitted to the HOA for approval. Floor levels for all houses should
be set to suit the kerb levels, not the ground level. The building contractor and the
architect should apply his discretion to this, with the HOA building control officer’s
guidance.

2.2.23.2

Basements are not permitted – Wine Cellars are at the sole discretion of the HOA.

2.2.24

Piling: See diagram 7

2.2.24.1

The consultant geotechnical engineer of the developer has indicated there is no need
for piling foundations in this area, but has recommended raft foundations.

2.2.24.2

This information is provided without warranty and it is the responsibility of each owner
and builder to satisfy themselves as to the foundation solutions and geotechnical
conditions.

2.2.25

Partial Structures:
No partially completed structures or surface bed structures for future building may be
left unfinished or incomplete. The average time period for erecting a structure will be
considered and strict penalties will be enforced.

2.2.26

Roof Heights and Double Storey: See diagram 8
Throughout Pecanwood Estate, excepting for:



The western row of houses on the double row of stands along Jack Nicklaus Drive;
The eastern row of stands along the Eagles Landing boundary;
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Bear Village;
Extension 14.

Only single storey houses are permitted, with wall plates on average no higher than
3m, but with a maximum of 3.6m permitted over the patio/living/dining areas, and any
other areas at the discretion of the HOA. Entrance hall towers may be considered with
higher wall plate levels with a maximum wall plate of 4,165m. See diagram 8A
2.2.26.1

Loft rooms and mezzanine floors are not permitted on single storey houses.

2.2.26.2

For all double storey houses, the maximum height allowed from floor to underside of
first floor slab is 3m and first floor slab to wall plate is also 3.0m and must be strictly
complied with.(i.e.) a maximum of 3m per storey is permitted.

2.2.26.3

On double storeys, the wall plate height on the first floor may need to be raised by
170mm in areas, only when a hidden concrete slab has been incorporated into the
design. This is in order to achieve the minimum of 2.4m floor to ceiling height that is
required by the NBR and is at the HOA’s discretion.

2.2.26.4

See wall plate exception for extension 9 Pebble Lane; see point 2.2.15 which shall be
3m only.

2.2.27

DOUBLE STOREY - GENERAL NOTE.
To avoid the ‘square box’ syndrome, double storey houses must have 3 dimensional
architecture with ground and first floor on different planes where possible to the
discretion of the HOA.

2.2.27.1

3

A maximum of 3m from floor to underside of first floor slab and max of 3m from the top
of the first floor slab to wall plate is allowed. (i.e.) max of 3m per storey

External Design Criteria

3.1

Boundary Wall Specifications

3.1.1

Person /contractor who build the boundary wall are responsible for the painting of the
entire wall.

3.1.2

The neighbour’s side of the wall is to be painted the same colour as his house.

3.1.3

Life Landscapes / service provider needs to be approached before construction
commences in the event of irrigation pipes that may need to be moved.

3.1.4

Cleaning of sites on both sides of the boundary wall is the builder’s responsibility.

3.1.5

The paying client will be held responsible for all costs pertaining to the construction and
completion of the wall.

3.1.6

The HOA and the Neighbours must be notified before construction commences.
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3.1.7

All boundary walls need to be sealed on top.

3.1.8

Site needs to have a forest fence enclosure for the storage materials.

3.1.9

In the event of water meters being in the way of the boundary wall, the owner will be
liable for the relocation of the water meter.

3.1.10

It is the owner and builder’s responsibility to ensure that the surveyor’s pegs are
correctly positioned.

3.1.11

Plans are to be submitted to the HOA for approval. The approval of the plans is to the
sole discretion of the HOA. Once approved by the HOA, plans must be submitted to the
Local Municipality of Madibeng for approval. A copy of the council approval must be
submitted along with other alteration handover documentation prior to the work
commencing. Architectural Plans are to be submitted or draftsman plans can be
submitted but will have to be signed off by an engineer prior to submission to the
Pecanwood HOA and the Local Municipality of Madibeng.
An engineer’s certificate will be required and must be submitted to the HOA upon
completion of the boundary wall.

3.1.12

3.1.13

Design & Specification
 Limited brick walls are permitted on street boundaries only with a maximum length
of 1/3 of the boundary length. These walls are to be curved/interestingly shaped and
landscaped on the road side.
 Side boundary walls/forest /palisade fences to reduce to 1.2m high from the building
lines to the respective golf course/park/dam and street boundaries.
 Side boundary walls in Jack Nicklaus Drive panhandle driveways to be constructed
with columns facing panhandle driveway.
 No gates are to be fitted in panhandle servitudes along the boundary of the property
on the street side.

3.2

Fencing, Walls, Gates, Security Bars, Grilles and Golf Ball Nets:

3.2.1

The following will be allowed:





3.2.2

Timber forest fencing is allowed, but strongly discouraged.
scratch plastered boundary walls (painted on both sides)
palisade fencing
Hydro form walls which are similar in shape colour and aesthetics to the boat club
wall and the side boundary wall of Erf 1212 will be allowed.

All of the above to have brick piers and face brick plinth (to match house plinth).All to be
a maximum of 2.0m high from between the street and golf course/park/dam building
lines, and to reduce to 1.2m high from building lines to the respective golf course and
street boundaries. Brick piers are to be spaced equally, 3.0m apart or as close to 3.0m
as possible depending on the divisible length of the stand. (See diagram 9A & 9B
attached). These forest fences / boundary walls / palisade fences/ hydro form walls and
piers are to be within the relevant stand boundary and not in the middle of the boundary
line unless if written permission is obtained from the owner of the adjacent stand. A
minimum clearance of 600 mm between house and brick piers is to be adhered to.
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3.2.3

In the case of garages that are a minimum of 500mm from the side boundary, the brick
wall may not continue down that side of the garage to the street boundary. However, a
gate may be erected for privacy at the junction of the garage and the boundary wall.
See diagram 10

3.2.4

Where boundary wall/palisade fence/ hydro form wall with brick plinth is to be added to
replace existing forest fence between two existing houses, a minimum clearance of
800mm is required between any one of the two houses and the wall. Therefore, brick
piers may be omitted between the houses, with written permission from an engineer
ensuring that, due to the soil conditions, the wall will be structurally sound without the
brick piers. However, where the relevant house has been built right up to the side
building line, permission will have to be sought from the adjacent owner to build the wall
in the middle of the boundary line between the two houses, to ensure the above
clearance of at least 800mm is adhered to. The other restrictions referred to in point 3.1
above, remain.
A brick pier is to be added to the lower brick walls that are between the building lines
and the boundary, to keep in with the uniformity of the rest of the Estate. See diagram
11

3.3

Rules of landscaping of brick boundary walls

3.3.1

All walls visible from the road or golf course side must be landscaped to the satisfaction
of HOA

3.3.2

The purpose of the landscaping is to give the wall a softer look.

3.3.3

Where space allows large shrubs, for example Viburnums should be planted.

3.3.4

Where space is limited, use of wooden trellises or Cycil climber with creeper to cover is
recommended.

3.3.5

For corner or end stands, this forest fence/boundary wall/palisade fence/ Hydro form
wall is also permitted along the one street side-boundary.

3.3.6

For purposes of kitchen yard privacy, the same forest fence, brick or hydro form wall
may be used at right angles to the side boundary to form an enclosed or screened yard.
Such yards can have a wooden / steel frame yard gate. Yards to be minimal in size and
perimeter. Yards are not permitted on the golf course/waterfront side.

3.3.7

Treatment (Creosote) to these timber panels is necessary from time to time.

3.3.8

On street boundaries and parallel to this, a 2.0m or 1.2m steel palisade fencing with
brick piers with the same criteria as per point 3.2.2 above to standard styles as
approved by the HOA, and/or gates, and/or timber doors, are permitted, painted enamel
to HOA approved specifications. Brick walls are discouraged. However limited screen
walls will be considered for reasons of privacy e.g. a bedroom window facing the road.
These screen walls may not exceed 1/3 of the boundary length and are to be
interestingly shaped and landscaped accordingly from the road side.
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3.3.8.1

Limited lengths of brick garden walls, no more than 1/3 of the boundary length will be
permitted where it forms a design element of the house, e.g. a courtyard.

3.3.8.2

If a screen wall is to be erected on a side boundary where an existing fence and
landscaping is already present, the screen wall must shift approximately 100mm away,
so as to leave the existing wooden fence as is.

3.3.8.3

Screen walls to be a maximum of 2.0m high to match forest fencing – to be measured
from the higher ground level between the two Erven.

3.3.9

Courtyard type plans which incorporate an entrance near the street must have
transparent steel gates or solid timber doors (portico door) which must not be positioned
on the same line as the house and garage on the roadside. Architectural plan must
show a difference of at least 1.0m from a parallel with the roadside between the portico,
garage and house. See diagram 8A

3.3.10

All gates are to have a general master key or fitted with a latch, for access for irrigation,
landscape maintenance, and refuse collection.

3.3.11

On golf course or parkland or waterfront boundaries, and parallel to this, fences are
discouraged. For practical needs, a 1.2m high fence, excluding brick piers, is permitted,
and, if by mutual neighbour agreement, can be returned along portion of the side
boundaries in lieu of the forest fence.

3.3.12

For reasons of privacy (e.g.: to screen a swimming pool) it is desired to provide a
visually impenetrable barrier between the house and the park or the golf course, such
barrier shall be achieved by means of planting of trees and shrubs.

3.3.13

No security spikes or razor wire and electric shock wires, above or below ground, or any
similar devices shall be permitted on houses or house fences.

3.3.14

Plain horizontal burglar bars are permitted. They must be fitted in or onto the timber
window frame on the inside only and to opening sections only in a dark brown colour.

3.3.15

External security grilles and roll-up security grilles are not permitted, but if especially
required, the Homeowners Association must be consulted and approval obtained.
These may only be fitted on the inside of sliding doors or windows in dark brown only.
Grilles or gates used to enclose patios are expressly not allowed.

3.4

Fencing, Gates, and Boundary Walls – Design & Specification
All fencing and boundary walls to conform to point 3.11.20 of the rules.

3.4.1

Timber Fencing (discouraged)
 Timber forest fence, horizontal slatted saligna poles and pine panels, pressure
tanalith treated, natural unvarnished finish, 2,0m high.

3.4.2

Steel Fencing. See diagram 12
 Golf Course / Parkland side:
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1.2m high steel palisade fence, with or without diamond lower pattern, painted dark
green or brown enamel. Brick piers are not allowed
 Street Side / Entrance:
1.2m or 2.0m high steel palisade fence, per the above, or may be an approved
decorative style. Colour – green, black or brown.
3.4.3

Gates
 Gates to match the steel fence, with standard lock and uniform key specified by the
Estate Manager (for refuse removal and garden service access).
 Courtyard type plans which incorporate an entrance near the street must have
transparent steel gates or solid timber doors (portico door) which must not be
positioned on the same line as the house and garage on the roadside.
 Architectural plan must show a difference of at least meter from a parallel with the
roadside between the portico, garage and house. See diagram 8A.

3.5

Golf Ball Nets: See diagram 13

3.5.1

The following criteria are applicable to proposed Golf ball nets:

3.5.2

Golf ball protection nets are not encouraged at Pecanwood, as they do spoil the
aesthetics of the estate and actually provide little protection. Nets will only be
considered in the interest of safety.

3.5.3

The owner is required to give good written reason why it is deemed necessary to install
the net.

3.5.4

The owner needs to submit plan indicating the position and configuration (how it is
intended to be installed) of the proposed net, to the HOA.

3.5.5

HOA will arrange site visit with owner to confirm the validity of the request, and position
of the net.

3.5.6

Owner needs to obtain written consent from the adjoining owner, for the installation of
the net. The HOA has the sole discretion in the case of the adjoining owner not giving
consent.

3.5.7

Net to be installed at max height 3.0m, on the gutter line.

3.5.8

Landscaping plan, to conceal the net, to be submitted to HOA for approval.

3.6

Roofs & External Walls

3.6.1

Houses shall have concrete tiled pitched roofs with hips and valleys, without parapet
walls and generally without gables. The roof pitches to be at 30 degrees except for
special approved design features, for example the Malaysian ‘kink’ to the overhang.
This kink is to be at 17.5 degrees. Patio extensions or verandas must also comply, with
hipped roof-ends and not exposed half-gables. See diagram 14
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3.6.2

Overhangs to these roofs should generally be 600 mm max; however, 900mm
overhangs will be permitted in areas where they do not affect the adjacent properties in
any way. Overhangs may be structurally supported as long as it does not encroach
over any building lines. All larger overhangs must be submitted to the HOA with an
engineer’s drawing clearly showing that no structural support will be required.

3.6.3

Roof tile and wall colours must be within the approved Pecanwood colour range.
Feature colours on columns must be restricted to slightly darker and lighter shades of
the same tone. All “new” colours must be scrutinised by the architectural committee
prior to approval. External paint colours are at all times to be approved by the HOA.

3.6.4

Design & Specification

3.6.4.1

Roof Tiles
 Coverland Cupola, terracotta Farmhouse and/or approved colour blends, or
equivalent.
 Light mix (autumn) – Coverland Cupola
 Dark mix (Tuscan) – Coverland Cupola

3.6.4.2

Trusses
 Engineer designed with certificate, with drawings and further information if required
by the Homeowners Association.
 Exposed eaves or trusses, Carbolineum treated.
 Exposed structural beams, natural finish.

3.6.4.3

Fascia’s


3.6.4.4

Gutters and Down pipes (recommended)





3.6.4.5

Gutters and down pipes are recommended, and shall be of Chroma deck or
coated aluminium to match existing type. Gutters must be fitted in cases of
boundary walls being affected by rainwater run-off. Pre-painted Chroma deck or
coated aluminium, 75 x 100 profiled gutter and rectangular down pipes, see colour
schedule, page 34.
Galvanized iron as material is not acceptable.
The structural engineer may require a brick paving apron around the house if no
gutters are provided.

Roof lights


3.7

Fibre cement, painted PVA, see colour schedule, page 35.

Roof or skylights only in circumstances where no possible neighbour privacy is
affected, and as a discreet element, not an exposed feature, i.e. shall not be
apparent from either street or golf course.

External Walls
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3.7.1

External walls shall be texture plastered and painted in a colour approved by the HOA,
in keeping with the style of the Estate and the overall theme of the development. Where
possible, soil and drain pipes to be enclosed or out of sight. Should the owner feel that
pipes will be damaged by being painted then pipes should be boxed.

3.7.2

All garages, staff quarters and other outbuildings shall be constructed and finished to
match the main house.

3.7.3

Design & Specification

3.7.3.1

Foundations, Piling and Rafts



3.7.3.2

Plinth


3.7.3.3

3.7.3.6

Certified termite treatment.

Plaster



3.7.3.5

Corobrick Nevada Travertine faces brick, or approved equivalent.

Surface bed


3.7.3.4

Engineer designed with drawings and certificate. Further information if required by
the Homeowners Association.
Piling guarantees and insurance information (if applicable).

“Scratch” textured or struck-off, painted Plascon Aquavista, or equivalent.
See colour schedule on page 35-36.

Cladding and procedures for cladding


Cladding must be indicated on the original set of building plans.



Natural stone cladding on 2m high boundary walls (inside) and not visible from
roadside or golf course/lakes, will be allowed-subject to HOA approval



Should Cladding of any sort be required which is not on the original set of plans a
further plan of the proposed cladded area is to be submitted by the Architect for
consideration by the Architectural Committee. This must be accompanied by a
sample. Cladding must be restricted to a maximum of 500mm above natural
ground level.



If cladding has been added to the house without approved plans, the owner is to
consult with an Architect, who in turn will submit plans to the committee for
scrutiny. The house will not be handed over to the owner until the issue has been
resolved.

Columns


To either match walls, or smooth plaster and rebate features, See diagram 15
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3.7.3.7

Chimneys



Plastered brickwork flues to match the house, with rebates, mouldings and
capping options. See diagrams 16
As an approved exception, free standing fireplaces with steel flues that project
through the roof, that part to be painted to match the roof tile colour.

3.8

Windows & Doors: See diagram 17A & 17B

3.8.1

Windows, sliding doors and external doors to be Meranti timber, suitably finished and
maintained, to match the style of the existing houses, or dark brown aluminium,
powder coated, to match that of the golf clubhouse. Windows are to be top hung,
however sliding windows will be considered in appropriate areas (e.g.) from a kitchen
to a patio. Windows to the side boundaries are limited to 2,125m lintel height on single
storey houses. There is no limit on heights of windows on double storey houses,
however for privacy purposes, obscured glass must be fitted to any section of window
with a lintel height above 2,125m.

3.8.1.1

Windows
 Meranti timber frame, top hung openers, flush fitted on inside of wall, angled
plastered sill, clear or plain obscure glass, natural timber finish or dark brown stained
 Dark bronze, powder coated aluminium, per the Golf Clubhouse, sliding or top-hung
openers.
 Burglar bars, if required, to be internal only, horizontal bars pattern, painted dark
brown.

3.8.1.2

Slide doors, slide-fold doors
 Meranti timber frame, clear glazed, natural timber finish, dark brown varnish, or dark
bronze aluminium, powder coated, as per the Golf Clubhouse.

3.8.1.3

Shutters and wooden screens
 External timber louver shutters on sliding tracks or hinges are permitted to windows
and sliding doors.
 Wooden screens are permitted and must be submitted for HOA approval before
manufacture and installation. They must be included and detailed on all plans. No
wooden screens may be constructed of a solid material.

3.8.1.4

Solid doors
Meranti in Meranti frames, with or without side and/or top lights, doors generally
horizontal slat pattern, with or without top half glazed, with all timber in natural finish or
approved dark brown varnish.

3.9

Patios & Garages
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3.9.1

Patios

3.9.1.1

In keeping with the local climate conditions, the architectural style includes for covered
patios integrated into the overall house and roof structure.

3.9.1.2

With consent of the HOA, matching timber / aluminium framed and glazed sliding or
slide-folding doors may be fitted to enclose the patio.

3.9.1.3

Adjustable aluminium patio roof covers are not permitted.

3.9.1.4

Only bona-fide entertainment gazebos on the living / entertainment side of the house
will be considered, and shall match the house design and appearance. This structure
will form part of the house coverage. To protect neighbours views, gazebos or roof
structures are not permitted on decks that overhang or go beyond the embankment of
waterfront properties.

3.9.2

Garages

3.9.2.1

For parking purposes, a double or 2 single garages must be provided, the minimum size
for double garage to be 5.8m x 5.8m and the minimum size for a single garage to be
5.8m x 3.0m.

3.9.2.2

They must be used only as garages, and may not be converted into temporary or
permanent living rooms. The timber garage door must always remain installed.

3.9.2.3

Any golf-cart garage, if separate, shall be sized according to the cart’s requirements, but
shall be regarded as a “garage”.

3.9.2.4

The minimum distance from road curb to garage door to be not less than 5.0m to allow
for an average size vehicle to be parked.

3.9.2.5

No carports / cargolas are permitted, nor any temporary type structure, nor any shade
cloth.

3.9.2.6

Design Criteria



Meranti timber, horizontal slat pattern, natural finish, tip-up or sectional roll-back type.
Colour – natural brown and approved dark brown, varnished - not painted.

3.10

Landscaping and Paving

3.10.1

Landscaping


Instant lawn with shrubs, fence creepers, ground cover and trees, with full cover
irrigation including sidewalk, as a minimal requirement.
Topsoil, compost and fertilizer must be included in the initial work done. Typical
simple layout per (diagram 18a & 18b.) See Plant Palette attached.



Imitation rock features to be professionally executed, in natural brown finish, similar
to waters’ edge of the 13th hole of the golf course.
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3.10.2

See diagram 19 for landscaping to panhandle driveway (adjacent owners to share
cost). If no agreement can be reached between owners, then the first owner to
build will be responsible for the 3m paved driveway as per diagram 19, as well as
the installation of the irrigation and landscaping on their side of the driveway.

Landscaping to panhandle driveways


All panhandle driveways should be landscaped on both sides. Homeowner to
landscape his or her own side of panhandle. Hardy plants to be planted with height
at the back to cover boundary walls. Homeowner to ensure irrigation to be stored
from house irrigation.
Suggested plant list:



-

These plants are just a suggestion.
landscaping plan.

Viburnum
Tulbaghia violancea (wild garlic)
Lavender
Abelia
Aguaras
Phornium
Trachelospermum / Jasminoides
Agapanthus
The owner needs to show the design on a

3.10.3

Landscaping and Irrigation

3.10.3.1

As the HOA is responsible for basic maintenance of gardens and irrigation, landscaping
and irrigation plans shall be submitted to the HOA for approval prior to commencement of
work.

3.10.3.2

A plant palette is scheduled, (See diagram 20), as well as two typical landscape (See
diagrams, 19), and whilst rigid controls may not apply, the HOA reserves its rights to
impose at its sole discretion, any restraints, or insist on changes being made to,
incompatible designs or plantings or gardens.

3.10.3.3

For reference, a list of illegal invader plants, as per notice 2485 of 1999 from the National
Department of Agriculture, (Act 43 of 1983) is held at the HOA Estate Office.

3.10.3.4

An irrigation system, connected to the HOA supply, and approved by the HOA, shall be
designed and installed to provide adequate coverage to all areas, including the sidewalk
area from boundary to road curb (See attached specification, no. 21, for irrigation
systems). Each stand must have one automatic controller, of a type to the satisfaction of
the HOA.

3.10.3.5

The owner is to landscape his entire property, (including the access panhandle, if
applicable), and may include landscaping onto the sidewalk if a natural extension of the
design.

3.10.3.6

An owner may also extend his landscaping to link up with the golf course landscaping, if
appropriate, and with approval. Owners may not change the golf course or parkland
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landscape or planting, unless by mutual agreement of respective owners, including the
Golf Club and HOA where applicable.
3.10.3.7

On the waterfront properties, where applicable, the landscaping between the waterline
and each stand boundary will be part of Estate landscaping maintenance.

3.10.3.8

For properties fronting onto Spurwing Lake, excepting for improved planting of shrubs
and trees to the bank, no reclamation or fill, or any major adjustment will be allowed to
this bank. Landscaping improvements such as small retaining walls, pools, water
features and rocks capes shall be referred to the HOA for its approval.

3.10.3.9

The irrigation system must not be connected to the house “drinking” water.

3.10.3.10

At least one street tree per stand is to be planted on the pavement area. This tree must
be regarded as an essential part of the landscaping specification between the Owner and
his Contractor.

3.10.3.11

In the case of a house being constructed with no existing neighbours, planting of
creepers on the exposed sides of the forest fence, so as to cover this fence, is a
requirement, and must also form part of the landscaping specification between the Owner
and his Contractor.

3.10.3.12

Where steel palisade fences occur on the street side and especially where they are
boxed out to create a caged yard effect, the base of this fence must have a plant bed on
both sides of the fence, and the plants must include for creepers or hedge type plants to
soften the steel fence.

3.10.3.13

Any artificial rock face must not be bare rock, but must incorporate pockets, steps or
terraces of planting, and avoid a vertical cliff type effect.

3.10.3.14

The HOA will maintain the garden and irrigation as installed at completion of the house,
but any subsequent changes to either, that require changes to the other, will be for the
Owners account, and not maintenance. After any new planting by the Owner, the
responsibility lies with the owner to clean up and make good.

3.10.3.15

The landscaping and irrigation shall be entirely completed as part of the building contract,
prior to any completion certificate being issued, or occupancy of the house.

3.10.4

Garden Extension Landscaping to link up to the Golf Course

3.10.4.1

A Garden Extension is the part of a house garden that extends over the stand boundary
line into the Interface or Common area which is irrigated by that house’s irrigation system
and for which permission has been granted.

3.10.4.2

It must be understood that the area that is used for the garden extension does not
become the property of the homeowner but remains the property of the PGCC or PHOA.

3.10.4.3

Permission for the Garden Extension may be withdrawn at any time should the aesthetic
requirements of the PGCC or PHOA change.

3.10.4.4

Garden Extension Provisions:
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Should not impact on the view of the neighbours.
Other than the irrigation system no infra-structure that is directly connected to the
house services may be installed in the Garden Extension.
Fences that are placed in the extension should be of the non-permanent type.
Fences must be completely hidden by landscaping that will screen the fencing within
one growing season. Preference should be given to the use of fast growing
evergreen plants to screen fences.
Fence heights should not be more than 1.2m with consideration to be given with
regard to neighbours views.
Gates that are placed in the fence line should be properly supported by fence posts.
Landscaping should screen the gate posts within one growing season.
Fences that are placed in the garden extension should be on the house side of the
landscaping.
The landscaping should enhance the look and feel of the golf course and may not
extend over 1.2m in height.
The flow of the landscaping at the surrounding properties should be considered.
The landscaping should tie in with the look and feel of the neighboring properties.
As a guideline the garden extension should not extend more than 5m into the
interface or common area depending on the location.
The garden extension must include an automated irrigation system.
The irrigation system must operate from the respective house installed irrigation
system.
A detailed plan of the proposed garden extension must be submitted for
consideration prior to the garden extension being created.

3.10.5

Paving

3.10.5.1

Lawley Nutmeg clay brick pavers or Trojan multi blend 260 x 160 concrete pavers to
aprons, walkways, pool surrounds and patio type paving.

3.10.5.2

Bevel-edge concrete brick pavers, or Trojan multiple blend 260 x 160 concrete pavers,
multi-colour blend to driveways and parking. Terra-cotta paving slabs, or flagstones, or
railway sleepers to suit the landscape layout.

3.10.5.3.

Brick paving to driveways, pools, pathways and aprons shall match the existing houses.
All paving layouts are to be submitted to the HOA for approval. A brick apron is required
around the entire house. Painting of brick paving is not permitted.

3.10.5.4.

Driveways are to be paved right to the road kerb. Panhandles must also be paved to
road kerb as well, with small beds of landscaping down each side of the panhandle
driveway, to soften the large area of paving.

3.10.5.5.

Every driveway must have a 110mm diameter sleeve pipe installed 1m away from the
road kerb at a depth of 600mm for future services. The HOA must inspect and
photograph all installations.

3.10.5.6.

For any driveway wider than the double garage, landscaping must be introduced to break
up the large expanses of paving, See diagram 22
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3.11

External Fittings and Features

3.11.1

Some Clubhouse features that can be included into houses, include for:








Pre-cast concrete sills (but only exactly as per the clubhouse)
Arches per the Clubhouse.
Plaster trim around that arch.
The steel balustrade pattern and design, and as a fence.
Pre-cast concrete and/or fibre cement elements around columns, and the concrete
balls.
Wooden-slat eaves closures.
“Dark Bronze” powder coat for aluminium window and door frames.(Not garage
doors)

3.11.2

Light pollution is a sensitive environmental issue, and must be reasonably controlled,
particularly in this rural setting.

3.11.3

All external light fittings and especially those facing the golf course, must conform to the
attached lighting diagram, and be uniform in appearance. Garden and feature lighting
shall be at the discretion of the HOA, and flood lighting is only permitted in controlled
circumstances, that will not affect neighbours, or the Estate.

3.11.4

External light fittings
Wall mounted as existing, type “B-light”, colour black, or black up/down lighters as per
the Golf Clubhouse or V-type up/down lights.

3.11.4.1

No Street or stand numbers or house names shall be displayed other than the approved
street numbers. Refer to attached approved diagram. No letter boxes are permitted.
House No’s. See diagram 23

3.11.4.2

Fixtures and other items such as wash lines, air-conditioning ducts and units, swimmingpool pumps, satellite dishes, solar heating panels, skylights, evaporative cooling
radiators, kennels, gas bottles, etc. should be sited discreetly as possible out of view of
roadways, golf course, park and common area. External TV and radio aerials are also
not permitted, unless it can be shown to the Homeowners Association that an internal
aerial cannot receive the required signal.

3.11.5

Satellite Dishes
The dish to be coloured to reasonably match the wall or roof colour.

3.11.6

The paint colours of these fittings where possible should be to camouflage them, and to
closely match any background colour.

3.11.7

No tool sheds or Wendy Houses are permitted.

3.11.8

For unusual garden, pool or other feature items, ornamentation and embellishments,
which may affect the visual appearance of a property, consent must be given by the HOA
before installation.
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3.11.9

Evaporative / Air-conditioning systems must be serviced regularly to make sure that the
system operates quietly.

3.11.10

Solar Heating Panels







Only split units will be allowed
The Solar Heating System must be SABS approved
Piping and conduits must be insulated
An electrical certificate of compliance must be issued by a qualified electrician
The installation of the unit must be done by an accredited IOPSA installer
The panel / panels of the unit must be discretely positioned out of view from
roadways, golf course, park and common areas where possible.
 Plan must be submitted to the HOA for approval.
3.11.11

Generators
The HOA would like to discourage the use of generators on the Estate. The use of
alternative devices i.e. inverter system is encouraged. Details of these devices are
obtainable from the HOA. Owner to apply formally to the HOA for the installation of
generator.

3.11.11.1

The plan submitted to HOA is to include the following:
 Specification of Generator
 Exact position of where the generator will be placed. No generators are allowed to be
placed in the street reserve and / or servitude area ( right of way)
 The screening of the generator
 The proposed means of curbing noise pollution
 The landscaping plan to propose the visual softening of the equipment
 Electric compliance certificate on completion of installation.

3.11.12

Sunscreens, Awnings & Pergolas

3.11.12.1

Wooden sunscreens and awnings must be submitted to the HOA for approval prior to
manufacture and installation.

3.11.12.2

Canvas type blinds and awnings are permitted, with the consent of the HOA in various
approved colours, designs and types.

3.11.12.3

Blinds and Awnings: Approved design types include:
 Florida – Rectangle Fold Arm Awning
 Dallas – Drop Arm Awning
 Madrid – Roll Up

3.11.12.4

Approved colours are, in plain format, with no stripes etc
 Natural Canvas
 Dark Green
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 Maroon
3.11.13

Pergolas: See diagram 18

3.11.13.1

The works shall comprise of the supply and construction of a Pergola or Sun screen to be
installed as per typical drawings supplied by an architect in accordance with details
described below. To be submitted to the Pecanwood HOA for approval:

3.11.13.2

The Plan to be submitted to the Pecanwood HOA for approval must include:





3.11.13.3

Position on site plan showing position in relation to building and boundaries.
Building lines and servitudes must be noted.
A plan view showing types of materials and sizes
A roof plan showing timber sizes and beam configuration layouts
Four elevations and one section

The Materials used must be the following:






Only hard woods. Teak, Balau (Laminate Saligna and Balau) may be used for the
construction and installation.(See diagram 18)
Only bolted or pinned joinery work will be acceptable using galvanized steelwork.
Brick columns are to match existing structure and fall within Column details
approved by Pecanwood HOA.
Only paving or decking is permitted as a floor covering.
The materials used must be maintained according to the manufacturing
specifications and to the satisfaction of the HOA.

3.11.13.4

Pergolas to be submitted through an architect to the Architectural Committee for
approval.

3.11.14

Decks – General

3.11.14.1

Decks are to be framed of timber, with timber decking (saligna, pine or teak), with simple
timber cross-pattern balustrade in natural finish. Timber vertical wooden balustrades will
also be permitted. See diagram 24

3.11.14.2

Natural timber trellises are encouraged, and may be insisted on, to screen the exposed
underside and framework of decks.

3.11.14.3

No solid screens, vertical panels, roofs or structures may be erected on top of the decks.

3.11.14.4

Deck floor levels may not be higher than the patio floor level of that house, and may not
extend beyond the property boundary.

3.11.14.5

For waterfront owners, a lower-level deck may be constructed beyond the property
boundary, no higher than 750mm above the Hartbeespoort Dam high level mark, and no
larger than 25m² in area, within the parameters per (See diagram 25) attached, and
reviewed for individual stand shapes and sizes, if required.
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3.11.14.6

Decks on the golf course or parkland are to be a maximum of 800mm above ground
level. This depends of the fall of the land and the floor level of the house. They are to be
softened by means of creepers, shrubs, and trellises. This excludes the use of latticed
screens.

3.11.14.7

Lighting on decks to be low-keyed area lighting, per main house external fittings, and
strictly no floodlights permitted.

3.11.14.8

Weed killer / Round-up treatment, and also a 40mm concrete screed must be laid under
any timber deck to prevent weed growth. This is the responsibility of the deck contractor
and owner. The killing off of grass growing through decks will be an extra cost of
maintenance chargeable by the HOA to the owner.

3.11.14.9

Engineer drawings and certificates may be required.

3.11.14.10 Decks to be of natural timber finish.
3.11.15

For Decks on Spurwing Lake, stand numbers 1041 – 1069 the following further notes
apply (please also see point 3.11.14 for additional specifications)

3.11.15.1

The ability to build decks over the bank is to enhance the ambiance of living on/over the
water, and a variety of sizes and levels is recommended, so as to avoid uniformity. See
diagrams 26

3.11.15.2

For certain stands with unusual shaped frontage to the lake, timber deck restrictions will
be considered on their own merits.

3.11.15.3

Decks extending into the Dam are measured from the top Löffelstein retaining wall and
may extend 4 metres into the Dam with a 6m aggregate building line on the sides. The
deck can be stepped with an 8m difference in height from the top deck to the bottom
deck. The combined deck space may not exceed 30m².

3.11.15.4

On stand numbers 1046 and 1051, timber decks may be impossible to be built, and were
originally sold on this basis.

3.11.15.5

Excepting for improved planting of shrubs and trees to the bank, only limited reclamation
or adjustment will be allowed to this bank. Landscaping improvements such as low
planted Löffelstein type retaining walls, to a maximum exposed height of 1.3m, and to a
maximum tangent distance of 2.5m from the top of the bank “boundary line”, and then as
a curved wall only, will be considered to HOA approval. (See diagram 27). Pools, water
features and rocks capes shall also be referred to the HOA for its approval.

3.11.15.6

No jetties or water-level type decks, beyond the boundary line will be permitted.

3.11.16

Decks: (See diagram 28) Sandplover Lake

3.11.16.1

Timber decks may extend beyond the north (water frontage) boundary line by a
maximum of 6m.
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3.11.16.2

There can be more than one deck, each a maximum of 30m², (thus a maximum of 60m²)
and within the 6m limit, at heights separated by at least a 0.8m height difference and
linked by steps.

3.11.16.3

That part of each deck that extends beyond the north (water frontage) boundary line shall
be a maximum of 30m².

3.11.16.4

The deck side space shall be a minimum of 3m from each side boundary.

3.11.16.5

Except for portions 1 and 16, decks need only have a side space of 3m on the adjacent
erf side, but nil on the street/park side.

3.11.16.6

Trellises with creeper planting shall be fitted to deck under-structures.

3.11.16.7

No jetties or boating is permitted in Sand Plover pools.

3.11.16.8

Only timber staircases are allowed from the deck to the water on the following conditions:




Staircase to be 1.2m wide and not closer to 3m from side boundary.
A Landing of 10m x 2m max. To be constructed at a fixed level of 750mm above
overflow.
No other structures whatsoever will be allowed

3.11.17

Jetties, Boat Lifts and Decks on the Hartbeespoort Dam

3.11.17.1

For the installation of any decks, jetties & boat lifts on the Hartbeespoort Dam the
process must be followed: Indemnity to be inserted







3.11.18

All detail of the Decks, Jetty’s, Boat lifts and Jet-ski lifts (refer to diagram 25)
should be included on the building plans.
The HOA will scrutinise plans for aesthetic approval.
Plans must be submitted for approval to Madibeng Local Municipality.
The owner must sign an indemnity form for the deck’s, jetty’s or boat lifts that are to
be installed. Annexure F attached
If the above process has not been complied with the installation thereof will be
deemed not approved.
Jetties to be of timber, steel or plastic, neat and tidy, with uniform fenders.

Swimming Pools
Plans for swimming pools, decks and jetties must be submitted and approved by the
HOA, as per any other external building works, before work may commence. Decks,
pools and ancillary equipment may not extend over any property boundaries

3.11.18.1

All swimming pools must be either safety-netted or the property fenced with a 1.2m high
steel palisade fence and gate, painted to the HOA specifications.

3.11.18.2

The swimming pool backwash or wastewater must be discharged into the house private
sewer drain.
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3.11.18.3

Owners are cautioned of the high electricity consumption for continuous pumping of
waterfalls and overflow features.

3.11.18.4

The visual impact of pools, waterfalls and other features onto the golf course view must
be considered, and may require shrub screening which needs consent from the HOA.

3.11.18.5

Because of services running along the following boundaries, a 2.0m Building line for
swimming pools or excavations must be applied to:

3.11.18.6

The northern boundary of Bear Village stand nos. 1261 –1265 inclusive (electrical high
voltage cable).

3.11.18.7

East boundary adjacent Eagles Landing stand nos. 1113 – 1127 incl, 1307 – 1311 incl.,
and 1314 & 1315 (borehole supply pipe).

3.11.18.8

All pool pumps must have a sound proof cover.

3.11.18.9

Fixtures for a safety net or pool cover must be installed, or the property fenced. Please
discuss with the pool contractor.

3.11.18.10 Pool installation to be carried out in accordance with SANS 10209:2003

3.11.19

Erosion Protection, Waterfront Embankment and Retaining Walls
Waterfront properties refer only to those properties on the main Hartbeespoort Dam and
not internal lakes.
Waterfront Properties have been provided with an established erosion protection
mattress.

3.11.19.1

Owners wishing to construct a new embankment wall must:





3.11.19.2

3.11.20

Appoint a professional engineer to compile and submit plans
Sign an indemnity per attached Annexure A - Indemnity Form for Retaining Walls,
and submit to the HOA prior to commencement.
Provide layout drawings and engineers’ certificate for HOA approval
Use an approved engineering system that will be similar in appearance to existing, or
be able to be planted out and covered, or to have imitation rock covering. Large
expanses of sheer or bare rock are not permitted.

Except for the extension 9 Erven, no’s 1285 – 1304 and Erven 1236 – 1240, waterfront
owners on Hartbeespoort Dam are permitted to “extend” their site platform for garden
purposes only, by means of a retaining wall max 1,3m high, and up to a maximum of 1,5m
beyond the waterfront boundary in certain areas, but this wall must be curved and
approved by the HOA. See diagram 29

Retaining Walls (Internal Lakes)
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3.11.20.1

Walls must be curved with a maximum of 1,5m outside the stand boundary (measured on
floor level) and must be a maximum of 1.3m high

3.11.20.2

Löffelstein / concrete /brick walls are allowed, however plans have to be submitted to the
HOA for scrutiny. These walls must blend in with the environment (completely covered
with plants/creepers)

3.11.20.3

Design & Specification

3.11.20.3.1 Erosion Protection, Waterfront Embankment and Retaining Walls


Waterfront Property owners (those properties on the main Hartbeespoort Dam and
not on internal lakes) that alter their established erosion protection measures, and/or
construct a new embankment wall must:
-



3.11.20.4

Sign an indemnity per attached Annexure A, and submit this to the HOA prior to
commencement.
Provide layout drawings and engineers’ certificate for HOA approval.
Use an approved engineering system that will be similar in appearance to
existing, or be able to be planted out and covered, or to have imitation rock
covering with planting incorporated. Large expanses of sheer or bare rock are
not acceptable.

Limited low level Löffelstein type retaining walls, to a maximum height of 1.3m, for
enhancing the landscaping appearance, will only be permitted at the discretion of the
HOA. These walls must be planted out.

Landscaping and retaining walls

3.11.20.4.1 Low retaining walls (Löffelstein or similar)with a max height of 1.3m shall be considered
on the water frontage boundary line, but are to be limited for support to the building raft
platform only, and not for purposes of extending the garden or any other purpose.
3.11.20.4.2 These walls shall be fully irrigated and planted out.
3.11.20.4.3 Owners shall include this in landscaping plan down to the water’s edge, which will be
maintained by the Homeowners Association, and tree planting between decks is
encouraged.
3.11.20.4.4 Side boundary forest fencing is limited up to the north (water frontage) boundary only,
and is to drop to 1, 2 m high from the 3m building line as per point 3.4 of the rules.
However they are encouraged to be set back for wider views.
3.11.20.4.5 No trees to be planted on the divide dam wall between Sand Plover pools.
3.11.20.4.6 The structural shell of any swimming pool shall remain within the north (water frontage)
boundary line, and not encroach into this “extra deck space”. (Spurwing Lake)
3.11.20.4.7 Vertical gardens can be used for boundary walls. If wall is open on both sides, consent
must be given by neighbour. All plants must be maintained and irrigated. Walls are not
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to exceed 2.0m and must be installed on a foundation to engineer’s specifications. Wall
must be scratch plastered and painted.

3.12

Paint Colour Schedule

3.12.1

Exterior Colours

PLASCON
Oatmeal
Light Honey
Sahara
Kalahari
Protea
Umgeni Sand
Lion’s Den
Sand
Moroccan
Camel
Pebble Beach
Barley

DULUX
WAA 5
WAA 20
BO 315
BO 310
BBO 305
BO 313
BBO 321
WAA 9
WAA 59
WAA 8
WAA 80

California
Texas
Cream
Leather Lace
San Sebastian
Palamino
Malaga
Sonora
Castille
Bungalow Beige

UNIVERSAL (ALLCOTE)

EARTHCOTE

Mexican Tan
Cameo
Ivory
Seashell
Zambezi
Pecanwood
Sunset
Egyptian Sand
Tuscan
Algarve
Stone
Raw Silk
River Rock

SAND PAINT
Wynkop
Harbour wall grey
Moses Rock
Backyard mud
Fired clay
DOWN TO EARTH
Ball of string
Wet dough
Wild honey cream
Stone cottage
Foamy cream
Piet Parys

3.12.2

Fascia’s
 Shade of wall colour

3.12.3

Exposed Trusses or Rafters
 Black Carbolineum

3.12.4

Gutters and Down pipes
 Beige / Brown / Ivory

3.12.5

Golf Course Fence
 Pecanwood Green or PWD Brown
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3.12.6

Forest Fencing
 SANS approved timber preservative
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1.

Houses

1.1

Only plans from a certified professional architect will be accepted. Plans must be submitted
to the HOA for approval. . A list of Architects may be obtained from the HOA. This also
applies to alterations, cladding, boundary walls, and any other internal and/or external
changes not on the original plan.

1.2

Owners may elect to either:
1.2.1 Conclude an appointment agreement directly with the chosen Architectural firm, and
then negotiate with a Building Contractor, or
1.2.2 Work in conjunction with a Building Contractor who will appoint one of the Architects,
and building costs can then be negotiated concurrently with the house design.

1.3

All rates and supervision should be negotiated by the owner with the architect as well as
other parties involved in the building process. Any further supervision or detailing work shall
be negotiated by the owner directly with the Architect.

1.4

The HOA shall be entitled to prevent the commencement or hold any further building work,
until the Architect has verified that their standard fees have been paid.

1.5

The owner shall formally apply to the HOA for approval of plans, and no building may be
erected or altered without approval by the HOA and Council.

1.6

Plans must be submitted to the HOA by the Architect for approval for:
1.6.1 Main house construction, at a fee, will be charged which is determined by the HOA,
to be paid by the owner to the HOA prior to plan scrutiny.
1.6.2 House alterations, additions and external changes at a fee, which will be determined
by the HOA, to be paid by the owner to the HOA prior to plan scrutiny.
1.6.3 Fees are payable to the HOA and include for any recovery of costs to the HOA.
Plans will not be approved until scrutiny fees have been paid.

1.7

Construction of houses only to commence after Local Council approval.

1.8

Any changes made to plans after HOA approval, are to be re-submitted to HOA for further
approval. These changes may not be executed on site until they have been approved.

1.9

All outstanding levies and debts owed to the Pecanwood Homeowners Association must be
paid up to date before plans may be approved.

2.

Specialist Work

2.1

Plans, by specialists, must be submitted for approval for:
2.1.1 Swimming pools, water features, landscaping, landscape features, enclosed patios,
timber decks and jetties, breeze-air-conditioners and any energy saving devices such
as generators and the like.
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2.2

Standard plans, drawn by the specialist contractor, must first be approved of by the HOA,
with:
2.2.1 Dimensioned plan, section and elevation, to scale 1:100 or 1:50, and dimensioned
site plan 1:200 if also necessary,
2.2.2 Position of buildings and boundaries and existing neighbour pools, buildings, the
extent of paving, the high water line etc, to be indicated,
2.2.3 Stand no, street name, North point, etc,
2.2.4 Details of materials, colours and finishes,
2.2.5 The position of the motor pump and housing, and back-wash waste-water connection
to the sewer, to be indicated on the plan.
2.2.6 Formal application to the HOA.
2.2.7 The fees payable will be as follows:

2.3

Landscape plans must be submitted for the landscape planting layout, either by a
landscape architect or landscape contractor, similar to the example plans attached,
diagrams 13a & 13b. These landscape plans form part of the plan fees.
2.3.1 The irrigation layout, extent of lawn, plant beds, structural elements and paving to be
indicated.
2.3.2 Although formal plans are not required for satellite dish, or awnings, blinds, or other
external work installations, a simple copy of the existing plan, or some form of notice,
must be submitted indicating proposed installations, for approval by the HOA.
Consultation with the Homeowners Association is strongly recommended before
installation. These installations to be as discreet as possible, viewed from firstly the
golf-course, and secondly the road. How ever, formal plans are required to be
submitted to the HOA for other work such as cladding, and any other proposed
changes that would be visible from the road/golf course/lakes, and not indicated on
the original plan.

3.

General

3.1

There is a plan approval fee payable to the HOA. The fees applicable are scheduled above
and amended from time to time.

3.2

A hard copy and electronic file record of plans shall be retained by the HOA.

3.3

Before drawings may be submitted to Council for approval, they must carry the stamp of
approval from the HOA. See attached confirmation letter, annexure B.

3.4

Should any provision of these architectural rules be regarded as contrary to the National
Building Act and Regulations (“NBR”), then the NBR shall take precedence.
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3.5

It is intended that plans which contain adequate and correct information, and which conform
to the Estate Rules will be approved within 15 working days of scrutiny fees being paid.
The HOA will however, not be responsible for any delays or damages should this process
take longer than this anticipated period, for any reason whatsoever.

3.6

HOA plan approval for houses, alterations to houses and or specialist work shall be valid for
a period of 12 months from the date that they were officially stamped by the HOA. No
construction shall commence after this 12 month period, unless plans are re-submitted to
the HOA for further approval, regardless upon whether they have been approved by the
local council or not.

4

Cautionary Note to Owners

4.1

When negotiating with your Building Contractor, please clarify the inclusion of the following
costs in his quotation:









Geotechnical and Structural engineer’s fees.
Electrical connection fee
Electrical consumer’s deposit
Water connection fee
Water consumer’s deposit
Sewer connection fee
Plan submission fees to Council
NHBRC Levy
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ENGINEERING INFORMATION AND REQUIREMENTS

A3

1.

ENGINEERING INFORMATION AND REQUIREMENTS

Geotechnical
As part of the original township application by the developer, a Geotechnical Report was
provided to Council. Further geotechnical studies have also been done during the course of
Pecanwood’s development. The Developer has done these investigations for his own
purposes, and makes the summary of these reports available to the HOA and owners, with
the understanding that this information is passed on as goodwill, without responsibility or
liability of this information being attached to the Developer. It is incumbent on the owner’s
appointed structural engineer to undertake his own geotechnical investigation and satisfy
himself that the foundations, pilings and/or any other engineering requirements are to his
design specifications and satisfaction. No liability can be accepted by the Developer or the
HOA whatsoever. A site plan is available at the Estate Office for general information
regarding indicative raft foundation and piling foundation requirements. (See Figure 6)

2.

Structural Engineering
The HOA requires of every building that a Structural Engineers Certificate is provided for at
least the foundations and superstructure. Plans, drawings and detailed specs may be called
for, not for “approval” purposes, but simply for file record purposes. The responsibility of the
design and its installation of foundations and structure lies entirely with the appointed
structural engineer, and as is statutory, must also satisfy the NHBRC’s requirements.

3.

Piling Guarantees
Those houses that install piling foundations must also include with the other necessary
engineers certificates and designs, the details of the respective Piling Guarantee of
Performance.

4.

Electrical Connection / Supply
Please note that the local electricity supply authority, Tshwane Council, requires that a 60A
single phase circuit breaker be installed in the electrical distribution box situated in the house.
Three phase connection of whatever size must be negotiated with the local supply authority
before design stage, as the supply authority currently has the right to refuse such requests.
Should the application be successful, all associated costs will be for the account of the
owner.

5.

Water Supply and Sewer Plant
Owners and building contractors are to be aware that both the water treatment and sewer
treatment plants are situated adjacent to Pecanwood Estate are privately owned and are
operated by the HOA. These bulk services are not provided for by the Local Authority.
Any abuse of the plants, the wastage of water, the ingress of storm water into the sewer
drainage system, the ingress of grease and chemicals into the sewer drainage system, all
have a direct bearing on the efficiency and performance of these operations, and therefore
have a direct impact onto the operating costs of the HOA. Owners and especially contractors
shall not be permitted to abuse the systems.
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B1

PROCEDURES FOR BUILDING CONTRACTORS

1.

Introduction

1.1

The primary intention of the provisions hereunder is to ensure that all building activity occurs
with the least possible disruption to residents, and to reduce the unsightliness of building
operations. The Pecanwood Estate Homeowners’ Association (“HOA”) has imposed certain
rules relating to Building Contractor activity in the Estate.

2.

Legal Status

2.1

The rules governing building activity are rules imposed by the HOA and are binding to all
stand owners and their Building Contractors, suppliers and sub-contractors. It is up to the
stand owner to ensure that the rules in their entirety, including, but not limited to the
Conduct Rules attached, are understood and observed by the Contractor and included in
any building contract concluded in respect of building or property improvements on the
Estate.

2.2

A copy of the entire Building Contract duly signed, must be submitted to the HOA for their
records, prior to commencement. The HOA has the right to suspend any building activity in
contravention of any rules, and accepts no liability for any losses sustained by a stand
owner as a result thereof.

2.3

The HOA, through his agents, will monitor Contractor, supplier and sub-contractor activity
on the Estate and ensure that the rules set out below are strictly adhered to. Spot fines,
payable immediately, and if necessary, removal from the Estate, and claims for damages
will be implemented.

3.

Qualifications of Contractors: Refer to Annexure E

3.1

Only accredited Building Contractors will be allowed to operate on the Estate. By
accrediting any contractor, the HOA and Developer in no way accept responsibility for the
contractor, and the contract remains firmly between the client and Contractor.

3.2

Only Contractors registered with the NHBRC and with an acceptable construction record will
be considered. References of prior building contracts are required, and banking credentials
as may be requested by the HOA.

3.3

The Contractor’s valid Certificate of Registration with the NHBRC, plus his specific
registration of this contract and its building, must be provided to the HOA.

3.4

Casual, small-works, and specialist contractors may be required to provide proof of a
membership of a recognized body or association that governs that discipline e.g., the
“National Spa and Pool Institute of SA”.

3.5

No “owner-builder” will be permitted, except by review of accreditation by the Homeowners
Association.
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3.6

Main Contractors are at all times responsible for their sub-contractors and their employees
while on the Estate, and will be responsible for ensuring that all rules and regulations set out
in this document will be adhered to.

3.7

All Contractors and Service Providers are required to follow the Security Vetting Policy
All service providers and contractors accessing the estate on a daily basis will be required
to verify their access cards twice a year, once in December/January and again in June/July.
No access cards will be issued to service provider’s and contractor staff unless the
application is accompanied by one of the following:
• Official SAPS clearance certificate
• Report from an official finger print verification service provider i.e. Ideco
Contractors, suppliers and sub-contractors may under no circumstances be escorted onto
the Estate by a resident in their vehicle without being signed in at the Main Gate /
Contractors Gate. In the event of such an occasion, a spot fine will be issued to the resident
accordingly. See fine schedule attached.

3.8

A building performance deposit must be paid over to the HOA before construction
commences. This deposit will be held by the HOA and will be used in the eventuality of the
exterior construction work and improvements to the property, not being satisfactorily
completed. This deposit will also be used to remove any rubble or make good any damage
caused by the Contractor or his sub-contractors, or suppliers, including kerbing,
landscaping, use of vacant and/or adjacent stands, community services, roads, irrigation,
etc., and for any outstanding spot fines and/or architect fees.

3.9

The amount of this building performance deposit is separately scheduled in
Payable” at the end of this section.

“Amounts

3.10 This deposit amount may be “rolled over” from one house contract to another, provided that
if any Contractor has more than five houses under construction, a further deposit shall be
paid, unless by special discretion of the HOA.
3.11 Although the HOA may monitor construction and site cleanliness to ensure satisfactory
Estate standards and compliance with the approved plan, external finishes etc., they are not
responsible for quality control of individual houses, and excepting for the final external
appearance and completion as effects the Estate, this deposit is not for the use of any
settlement or arbitration between the owner and Contractor.
3.12 The HOA reserves the right to inspect all sites at any time and a right of access may not be
denied to any authorized agent of the HOA.
3.13 The HOA may also inspect delivery notes of all trucks to confirm no overloading at any time.
4

Description
The term “Contractor”, shall apply to all Contractors, sub-contractors, and any “supply and
fit” operation that occurs in Pecanwood Estate, whether under the appointment by a main
Contractor, sub-contractor or owner, and whether casual or formal, and includes, but is not
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limited to, any property or building improvement, fencing and walling, satellite dishes, solar
heating, additions, extension, alterations, building structure, swimming pools, timber decks,
paving, landscaping and features, external awnings and blinds.

5

Requirements for Building Commencement

5.1

The following pre-conditions shall be complied with prior to building activity commencing.

5.2

The owner shall give the HOA at least 14 days notice of his intent to start building and
provide the following information before commencement for new houses: (Annexure E)
5.2.1 A site handover document, signed by the Contractor and the HOA.
5.2.2 A copy of the Architectural Design and Building Rules, signed by the owner and
Contractor.
5.2.3 A copy of the Estate Rules, signed by the owner and Contractor.
5.2.4 The HOA letter of accreditation of the Contractor.
5.2.5 A copy of the Building Contract between the owner and Contractor, duly signed by
both.
5.2.6 Payment of the building performance deposit.
5.2.7 Payment of the sewer and water connection fee and consumption deposit.
5.2.8 Payment of Plan and Building submission fee to the HOA.
5.2.10 working drawings, specifications and schedule of finishes approved by the HOA.
5.2.11 working drawing approved by the Madibeng Municipality (The Local Authority).
5.2.12 The Contractor’s indemnity fund certificate for the structure and roof.
5.2.13 The Contractor’s NHBRC Registration Certificate.
5.2.14 The Contractors NHBRC Certificate of Registration for this building contract.
5.2.15 A copy of the Contractors All Risks and Public Liability Insurance Policy.
5.2.16 Confirmation of transfer and land ownership.
5.2.17 Letter regarding underground services – Excavation Certificate (Annexure C)

5.3

The owner / builder shall give the HOA at least 14 days’ notice of his intent to start building
and provide the following information before commencement for alterations: (Site Handover
for Alterations)
5.3.1 A copy of the Architectural and building rules, signed by the owner and contractor.
5.3.2 A copy of the building contract between the owner and contractor, dully signed by
both.
5.3.3 Payment of building performance deposit
5.3.4 Proof of payment of plan and building submission fee to the HOA
5.3.5 The working drawings, specifications and schedule of finishes approved by the HOA.
5.3.6 A copy of the working drawings as approved by the Local Council.
5.3.7 A Copy of the contractors all risks and liability insurance policy.

5.4

A list of all sub-contractors and suppliers expected for this contract, to be provided to the
HOA. 24-hour contact details for emergency purposes, of the Contractor, plumber and
electrician to also be provided.

5.5

Piling and Structural Engineers to supply a foundation plan and proof of professional
indemnity to the amount of at least R10 million and which must include cover for
consequential circumstances and adjacent stands.
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6.

Site Commencement Procedure

6.1

Prior to site commencement, the Contractor shall conclude and comply with the HOA, the
detailed and the then current arrangements regarding:

6.1.1 Security and access control for staff and deliveries.
6.2

The Contractor shall arrange in writing a formal handover meeting of the house site with the
HOA, inspecting and confirming the:
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7
6.2.8
6.2.9

Correct site location, pegs and boundaries,
Installation of the temporary and final water connection and meter,
Position of sewer, irrigation and electrical connection points,
Slope of ground and storm-water drainage solutions,
Location of all existing services and servitudes,
Recording the condition of surrounding property, fences, manholes, i.e’s, road,
curb, pavement etc., with photographs if necessary,
Installation and screening of a site toilet,
Provision of site litter bin and rubble removal,
Approved building board is erected. See diagram 30.

6.3

It is recorded that the HOA is not responsible for boundary peg identification, that on
transfer, the owner accepted this from the Developer, and although the HOA may make
reasonable co-operative efforts, any queries or uncertainties should be referred by the
owner, to the surveyor, R D Clark, Tel: (011) 706-3061.

6.4

It is noted that the owner will be invoiced for water consumption during building operations,
and the owner to make their own arrangements with the Contractor.

6.5

An outline programme of building works to be submitted by the Contractor at this handover
meeting.

6.6

All or any outstanding documentation, per paragraph 5 above, payments, deposits,
approvals, etc., must be made by latest at this site handover meeting, failing which, work
may not commence.

6.7

If in the event work commences without following the above mentioned procedures;

Formal notice will be sent through to the owner concerned with a notice period
of 5 working days to comply.
If no response is received nor is the above mentioned complied with within the
said notice period;
 A penalty will be introduced from the subsequent day of notice period
and charged to the owners levy account until the outstanding
documentation and above mentioned procedures are fully complied
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with. A penalty R 250.00 per day will be incurred for the breach of the
rule.
Please refer to the MOI in relation to the above.
7.

Procedures during Construction

7.1

From commencement of construction, (site handover date), the exterior of the building at
least should be 100% completed within the construction period as mentioned in the contract
agreement between the owner and builder

7.2

The building contract periods are as follows:
New Dwellings:
Single story houses
Double story houses
Bear Village houses

Building – 12 Months
Building – 12 Months
Building – 14 Months

Renovations, Additions & Alterations:
Internal Renovations/Alterations and small additions of less Building – 3 Months
than 50 sq m
Additions of 50 to 100sqm
Building – 6 Months
Additions of over 100 sqm to 150sqm
Building – 8 Months
Additions over 150sqm
Building ̶ 12 months

7.2.1 The building will be completed within the period as set out in Rule 7.2 and the
commencement date is on site handover date and then completed to the HOA standards,
including painting, paving, fencing, irrigation and landscaping.
This time period shall be extended for builder’s holidays.
If the building has not been completed within this period, a building penalty will be imposed
on the member’s levy statement as follows: on the first month after date of completion: 1X1
levy, on the second month after date of completion: 2X1 levy, on the third month and
monthly thereafter until the completion of the building after date of supposed completion:
3X1 levy”.
7.3

The Contractor to provide to the HOA a monthly programme update in simple bar chart
format.

7.4

It is compulsory for Contractors to attend site meetings as and when called for by the HOA.

7.5

Updated information to be provided as necessary of suppliers and sub-contractors, and
emergency contact details.

7.6

The Contractor to check all construction on delivery, and colour schemes, against
architectural guidelines for correctness.
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7.7

Any variations or changes to the exterior or external appearance of the building must be
notified and approved of by the HOA prior to commencement. Any new materials or
products not yet approved must be accordingly submitted for consideration and approval.

7.8

Any work near the boundary which impacts onto, spills over, or effects or alters the existing
ground shaping of the golf course, or the erosion protection measures of the embankment
of waterfront properties, shall be resolved at the owner’s cost, in conjunction with, and to the
satisfaction of the HOA (and the Golf Club, if applicable).

7.9

The landscaping and irrigation is an integral part of the building contract, and must include
for irrigation and grassing of the verge or pavement area between the boundary and road
curb. Corner stands shall require 1 street side only to be done. If this verge is already
completed, the Contractor is to fully re-instate both irrigation and all planting.

7.10

The Contractor to comply with all Conduct Rules and Procedures as set out, and as
updated or further instructed in writing from time to time, and generally co-operate with the
HOA in all aspects of Estate security, safety, tidiness and good behaviour.

7.11

Environmental Considerations during Construction
Please note that these rules apply to every contractor, sub-contractor, and any other
persons employed directly by the owner.

7.11.1 Scope
This section deals with the work required to minimise damage to the environment and
Estate in its broadest context, during the course of construction activities.
7.11.2 General
The contractor shall conduct his activities so as to cause the least possible disturbance to
the existing amenities, whether natural or man-made, in accordance with all the currently
applicable statutory requirements. Special care shall be taken by the Contractor to prevent
irreversible damage to the environment.
The Contractor shall take adequate steps to educate all members of his workforce, as well
as his supervisory staff, on the relevant environmental laws and protection requirements on
this project.
The HOA may suspend the Works at any time, should the Contractor fail to implement,
operate or maintain any of the environmental protection measures adequately.
The Contractor shall provide details of:
 Temporary traffic management
 Proposals for the disposal of waste concrete wash water from concrete handling, paint,
tile adhesive and grout of workers and waste construction materials.
 Details of ablution and other facilities as well as maintenance thereof.
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 Fuel storage and dispensing area and bund design.
 Refuse disposal procedures.
7.11.3 Temporary Services and Facilities
All fuel storage tanks shall be bunted to 110% of the total storage capacity. Fuel dispensing
areas and workshop areas shall be provided with an impervious hard standing drainage to
an oil separator or sump.
7.11.4 Protection of Internal lakes and Main Hartbeespoort Dam
The Hartbeespoort Dam and other watercourses and dams shall be protected from direct or
indirect spills of pollutants such as garbage, sewage, cement, concrete wash out water, oils,
fuels, chemicals, aggregate tailings, wash and waste water or organic material resulting
from the Contractor’s activities and especially paint, tile grout and adhesive. In case of a
spill, prompt notice to the HOA and action shall be taken to clear polluted or affected areas.
The contractor shall conduct his activities so as to cause the least possible disturbance to
the internal lake. Special care shall be taken by the Contractor to prevent irreversible
damage to the environment. In order to achieve this it is recommended that contractors
advise their clients that the retaining walls (where applicable) should be constructed before
any work on the house commences. A fine of R1000.00 will be issued for any pollution
whatsoever of the inter lakes or main dam, per incident.
7.11.5 Refuse and Waste Control
7.11.5.1 Construction Waste
All inert construction wastes, e.g. spoil material, waste concrete, stone, gabion basket offcuts, timber, etc, shall be accumulated in designated areas and subsequently disposed of at
registered refuse dumps. Papers and plastic waste must be disposed of such that they do
not blow away in windy situations.
7.11.5.2 Hazardous Waste
All hazardous wastes, e.g. oil, chemicals, oil filters and materials soiled with hazardous
wastes shall not be ordinarily disposed of. All such waste shall be accumulated and stored
properly on site, and removed at regular intervals to waste disposal facilities licensed to
handle hazardous waste. All waste oil shall be returned to the suppliers.
7.11.6 Protection of Vegetation.
As far as practicable, the removal or destruction of vegetative cover, especially riparian
vegetation, shall be avoided and the Contractor shall preserve all trees and plants, and shall
not remove vegetation or fell trees without prior approval of the HOA.
At commencement, the HOA will identify to the Contractor any sensitive vegetation. The
Contractor shall therefore demarcate such and undertake all necessary measures to ensure
the protection of such vegetation.
7.11.7 Protection of the Fauna
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The Contractor shall protect all fauna living within the Site and shall ensure that hunting,
snaring, shooting, nest raiding or egg collecting does not occur.
7.11.8 Spoil Dumps and Stockpiles
Spoil dumps and stockpiles shall be established only in areas consented to by the HOA and
shall be well managed and maintained. Stockpiled materials shall not be allowed to spill
into undisturbed areas or watercourses.
7.11.9 Dust Control
The Contractor shall take appropriate measures to minimize the generation of nuisance
dust as a result of his works, operations, and activities to the satisfaction of the HOA. Such
measures shall include regular and effective treatment of gravel access roads and working
areas, etc.
7.11.10 Noise Pollution
Having due regard for the proximity of residents, the Contractors shall provide all his
equipment with suitable silencers, such that the maximum noise levels shall not exceed
60dB (A) Leq 60, and a maximum sound pressure level of 70dB (A).
7.12.10.1 “Jack hammers” will only be allowed with the written consent from the HOA.
8

Connection Information, Pipes and Sleeves

8.1

Reticulation of services and connection information is available from the HOA Estate Office.
The onus is on the building contractor to identify the underground services.

8.2

The contractor is to supply and install, at his cost, a supply line (25mm diameter Class 12
HDPE) pipe from the saddle on the main line to the water meter. This meter has to be a
brass Kent 20mm water meter, at a position agreed to by the HOA,
The disposal of storm water on site is to be resolved by the Building Contractor and the
owner, in conjunction with the HOA and, if applicable, the Golf Club, at the owner’s cost.

8.3

8.4

Please note that the local electricity supply authority requires that a 60 A single phase circuit
breaker be installed in the electrical distribution box situated in the house. Three phase
connections of whatever size must be negotiated with the local supply authority before
design stage, as the supply authority currently has the right to refuse such requests. Should
the application be successful, all associated costs will be for the account of the owner.

8.5

Until further notice, the electrical reticulation is owned and managed by the Tshwane
Council, and connection fees and consumption deposits are paid at their offices.

8.6

The Contractor is to provide and install one approved water meter for each stand water
connection. This includes for a double consolidated stand, one connection only.

8.7

Pecanwood Estate is serviced by underground telephone sleeves and cables. All houses
shall have approved sleeves linking the main Telkom reticulation to the house, whether the
owner requires this service or not.
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8.8

The guardhouse has a telephone “intercom” system installed which operates on the Telkom
reticulation. No other sleeve or reticulation is required.

8.9

The security arrangements allow for an optional alarm system to be linked to the
guardhouse. This shall be by radio transmission only, with no hardwire reticulation.

8.10

There is no communal TV distribution, and no linked-up reticulation sleeves are required.

9.

Final Clearance / Completion Procedure

9.1

The owner / Contractor shall give the HOA at least 14 days notice of his intent to complete
the building and call for final inspection.

9.2

The Contractor shall arrange a pre-final inspection with the HOA within this period, so that
any outstanding work is satisfactorily completed before the final inspection.

9.3

Contractors may only remove the construction board once the house handover date has
been confirmed.

9.4

At the final inspection, the Contractor to provide copies of:
9.4.1
9.4.2
9.4.3
9.4.4
9.4.5
9.4.6
9.4.7
9.4.8
9.4.9
9.4.10
9.4.11
9.4.12
9.4.13
9.4.14

The Council’s Occupancy certificate,
The Council’s Final Drainage certificate,
The Electrical Certificate,
The Structural Engineer’s Certificate of Compliance,
The Roof Engineer’s Certificate,
Termite Treatment Certificate,
Retaining Wall Engineers Certificate,
A Letter confirming the Telkom Conduit is connected from manhole to the house.
A Letter confirming the house has been painted the approved Pecanwood colour.
A Letter confirming that the 110mm sleeve has been installed, 1m from the Kerb
under the drive way.
Request for refund of performance deposit.
Glazing Certificate.
Gas Installation Certificate.
Retaining wall Indemnity letter Waterfront Property / Internal lakes and other

9.5

The final inspection shall be aborted if any of the pre-inspection items have obviously not
been attended to, and a further inspection date shall be arranged.

9.6

The Contractor shall be fined R 1000.00 if more than 2 final inspections need to be
arranged.

9.7

The final inspection requirement shall include:
9.7.1
9.7.2
9.7.3
9.7.4
9.7.5

Compliance with the approved plan and exterior finishes,
Completion and compliance to specifications of all external works including paving,
fencing, irrigation and landscaping,
The site entirely clean and tidy,
Any damages to Estate or adjacent property and services recorded,
Electrical power switched on.
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9.8

Provided that all conditions and requirements have been met, a Certificate of Completion
will be issued by the HOA.

9.9

Unless and until such Certificate of Completion is issued, the owner may not occupy the
house or outbuildings, and the HOA reserves its rights to take measures against such
occupancy.

9.10 For the re-sale of existing or completed houses, the HOA shall inspect and verify
compliance of the house with its approved plans, and ensure that no illegal alterations or
additions have been done. This verification to be provided before the HOA issues its levy
clearance certificate.
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B2

Contractors Schedule of Amounts Payable

52 - 55

Nr
01
02
03
04

INDEX

52
52
52 - 55
55
55

Contractor Types
Building Performance Deposits
Spot Fines
Security
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B2

CONTRACTORS SCHEDULE OF AMOUNTS PAYABLE

1.

Contractor Types

1.1

Contractors shall be designated by the HOA as either:

1.1.1

Deposit Contractors
(Main contractors, alterations/additions contractors, pool, deck, jetty, landscape and
paving contractors), or as

1.1.2

Non-deposit Contractors
(Specialised small works supply-and-fit contractors, e.g. patio doors, TV satellite dishes,
air-conditioning, maintenance, painters etc.)

2.

Building Performance Deposits

2.1

Deposit Contractors

2.1.1

Main Contractors
 The amount of this deposit shall be R 75 000.00 per house and will be refunded
interest free.
 Contract, payable to the HOA, before work commences,
 Bank guarantees are not acceptable.
 This deposit amount may, at the sole discretion of the HOA, be “rolled over” from one
house to another, and reviewed for multiple contracts, provided that if any contractor
has more than 5 houses under construction, a further deposit may be payable, at the
discretion of the HOA, and provided that if any amount of the deposit is used or taken
up for whatever reason, the contractor shall be obliged to top-up the deposit so that
the amount is never less than R 75 000.00.
 This deposit is to be paid by the building contractor, not the owner, and is specifically
an arrangement between the HOA and the building contractor. Therefore, any rollover of deposit after the first house is regarded as joint and several to those houses,
and the HOA shall have no reference or obligation to any owner of properties in the
event of the owner having paid the deposit on behalf of the building contractor.
 This deposit will be held by the HOA and will be used in the eventuality of the exterior
construction work and improvements to the property not being satisfactorily
completed. This deposit will also be used to remove any rubble or make good any
damage caused by the kerbing, landscaping, community services, roads, irrigation,
etc., and for any outstanding spot fines, and / or architect fees. This deposit will be
refunded without interest.
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2.1.1.1 Performance deposit release
The final release of this deposit shall be subject to submission of:










The HOA’s appointed agent’s certificate of completion,
The Local Authority’s certificate of completion and occupancy,
The Local Authority’s final drainage certificate,
An electric certificate in accordance with NBR,
The structural engineer’s certificate of completion,
The roof engineers certificate of completion,
The certificate of floor slab termite treatment,
A Letter confirming the house has been painted the approved Pecanwood colour.
A Letter confirming that the 110mm sleeve has been installed, 1m from the Kerb
under the drive way.

And shall only be refunded within 14 days once all the above documents are correctly
completed and submitted. (See above Building Contract Procedures B1, item 9, Final
Clearance Completion Procedure).
NB: The HOA reserves its rights to prevent occupation of any house if the above is
not fully complied with.
2.1.2

Alterations/Additions Contractors
The amount of this deposit to be R20 000.00

2.1.3

Swimming Pool, Deck and Jetty Contractors
The amount of this deposit shall be R10 000.00 per pool or deck or jetty contract, payable
to the HOA.
This deposit amount may be reviewed for multiple contracts at the discretion of the HOA.
Application for refund to be made to HOA, who shall respond Within 7 days and give
notice of any items regarded as incomplete, or deductions to be made for damages and
the contractor to complete and / or resolve with the HOA, these issues within a further 7
days, and the deposit shall then be paid out, less deduction after a further 7 days. 21 days
minimum to therefore be allowed for processing.

2.1.4

Landscaping and Paving Contractors
(When separate or additional to main contract)
The amount of this deposit shall be R5 000.00 per house contract, payable to the HOA.
This amount shall be increased to R10 000.00 if work includes for waterfront property
major reshaping.
This deposit amount may be reviewed for multiple contracts at the discretion of the HOA.
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2.1.5

Non-deposit Contractors

2.1.5.1 Casual or Specialized Contractors
 No deposit shall be payable.
 This shall be reviewed in respective cases where the scope of the work may warrant
protection of the Estate’s interests.
 As there is potential for damage to Estate property, and unsightly installations, etc.,
these contractors shall require daily authorisation by the HOA prior to their exit from
the Estate.
2.1.5.2 Contractors labourers
Labourers must be employed by the Contractor Casual labour will be allowed on site only
under special circumstances and is at the sole discretion of the HOA. All labourers must
be registered by their employer; at the main security gate a valid ID document is required.
An ID card will be issued and is valid for a year. Should the labourer not be able to present
his ID card at the gate, access to the Estate will be denied. A registration fee is payable
and will be adjusted when deemed necessary by the HOA
3.

Spot Fines

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Shall be payable to the HOA immediately on being issued, or within 5 days,
Shall be issued for breach of conduct and site tidiness.
Shall be no less than R 250.00 at the sole discretion of the HOA.
Fines for a repeated transgression will be doubled and thereafter construction
stopped until such time as the HOA deems that;

will

be

 the site is acceptably clean;
 the contractor will abide by the rules
3.5

Labourers discipline
Labourers are not permitted to hang clothing over the wooden fence. Anyone found doing
this will be spot fined

4.

Security
Any contravention of security and access rules, and speeding on site, will be severely
dealt with by the HOA, and depending on the nature and circumstances, could lead to
suspension of building work, and barring of access to the Estate.
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Conduct Rules

56 - 61

Nr
01
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05
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INDEX

56
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Site Access and exit
Contractors Labour
Discipline
Housekeeping and Tidiness
Contractors yards, storage and offices
General
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CONDUCT RULES FOR BUILDING CONTRACTORS, SUB-CONTRACTORS AND
SUPPLIERS OPERATING WITHIN PECANWOOD ESTATE

1.

Site Access and Exit

1.1

The Contractor acknowledges that the Estate is a security Estate and will at all times adhere
to security regulations and controls, and agrees to co-operate with Estate authorities in the
interests of maintaining security on the Estate.

1.2

Detailed procedures will be made available by the HOA to Contractors that will include for
security measures for authorised access and identification of vehicles and all personnel.

1.3

As improvements to the security and access controls are ongoing, these procedures will be
reviewed from time to time.

1.4

Hours of Work.
Contractors may only enter the Estate after 06h30 in the morning and must vacate the
Estate by 18h00, Monday to Friday. No labourers will be allowed to sleep overnight on site.
No employee may remain on the house site to “guard” the building. Contractors may
negotiate with the HOA’s appointed security company for this service if required.

1.5

No work will be permitted on public or builder’s holidays.

1.6

Only authorised vehicles will be allowed onto the Estate. There is a load restriction of 6 ton
per axle and vehicles may be subject to weighbridge axle load testing by the HOA prior to
being allowed entry. Excepting for roof truss deliveries, no articulated vehicles are
permitted in the Estate, unless by special prior authorisation of the HOA. It is the obligation
of the Contractor to notify his suppliers of this, and the HOA shall not entertain any claims
for losses or damages in this regard.

1.7

Contractors must manage their sites by having small loads at a time taken from their bulk
delivery yard, with deliveries to be scheduled for between 06h30 and 17h00 on weekdays
only, except Fridays, when the last delivery must be by 12h00. All sites must be clean by
Friday afternoon

1.8

Vehicles entering and exiting the Estate may be subject to a search by the Estate Security
Personnel. All vehicles must be registered and licensed, and the driver must have a valid
driver’s license.

1.9

Tools, equipment, machinery can only be taken out of the Estate if accompanied by a
transfer note, signed and stamped by an authorised officer of the Contractor.

1.10

Materials can only be removed from site if accompanied by a transfer note signed and
stamped by an authorized officer of the Contractor and the HOA.

1.11

Points of Access
Contractors shall only access and exit through the designated “Construction Gate”, on the
south boundary, and specifically not through the main entrance gate.

Architectural Design & Building Rules and Building Contractors Rules
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1.12

Any contravention of security and access rules will be severely dealt with by the HOA, and
depending on the nature and circumstances, could lead to suspension of building work, and
barring of access to the Estate.

2.

Contractors Labourers

2.1

Contractor’s labourers must wear overalls or shirts with the name of the contracting
company visibly displayed on it. The choice of colours must be agreed to with the HOA
before any work commences.

2.2

Labourers found not wearing the above dress will be fined by the Estate Security Personnel.

2.3

Labour must be employees of the contractor and only under limited circumstances will
casual labour be allowed on site. This shall be at the sole discretion of the HOA. Labourers
must be registered by the Contractor at the Main Security Gate. A valid identity document is
required for registration. The labourer will be issued an ID card that is valid for a year.
Should the Labourer not be able to present his ID card at the Construction Gate, entry to the
Estate will be denied. A fee for registration is payable and will be adjusted as deem fit by the
HOA.

3.

Discipline

3.1

The Contractor is responsible and is vicariously liable towards the HOA or any third party for
damages sustained as a result of the conduct of his labourers whether a full time labourer or
a casual labourer, whether the labourer acts within the scope of employment or otherwise.

3.2

The Contractor is also liable for damages caused by the Contractor’s sub-contractor(s) and
delivery personnel entering the Estate trough or under the Contractor.

3.3

Labourers are not permitted to walk between the construction gate and the house site.

3.4

If any employee of a Contractor is found walking across the golf course he or his employer
will be spot fined, and the employee liable to instant removal from the Estate.

3.5

Labourers are not allowed to hang their clothing over any fence/ wall or gate. The
Contractor will be spot fined should this happen.

3.6

No vehicles will be allowed to cross any part of the golf course, the fairway, or parkland or to
deviate from roads or recognised road routes. Any vehicle contravening this rule will attract
a spot fine, be liable for instant removal from the site, and liable for damages sustained.

3.7

Vehicles with mechanical legs on trailers must use protection for possible road surface
damage.

3.8

If any employee is found disturbing or endangering the animal, fish or bird life, or is found
pilfering, stealing or removing material or goods off site without permission or is involved
with any form of violence, the company who employs that person could be removed from
site and both employee and the company could be denied the chance to undertake any
further work on the Estate.
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3.9

The Contractor is responsible for all his sub-contractors as well as their deliveries to site,
and any damages caused by his own employees, sub-contractors employed by him or
delivery vehicles delivering materials to his site, he is liable to pay for damages that may
occur on the site. These damages also include damage to curbs, roads, plants, irrigation,
and / or damage to private or Estate property.

3.10

The HOA will have the sole discretion as to the nature, extent and value of these damages,
and the identification of respective vehicles and persons.

4.

Housekeeping, Safety and Tidiness

4.1

The site is to be kept as clean as possible of building rubble and general cleaning and good
housekeeping practice must take place during building operations.

4.2

The site must be screened off on four sides with forest fence or other HOA approved
material of 2,0m high, at all times during building operations. The front side (golf
course/inland lakes), from boundary peg to boundary peg must be erected at the start of
building operations, and the other fences directly after completion of the ground floor slab
with the only access being from the roadside during working hours. This access to be in the
form of a lockable double farm gate 2,0m high with diamond mesh. The golf course fence
can only be removed when outside painting of the house is done (1st colour coat).

4.2.1 If adjacent stand/s is empty, a temporary fence/s can be erected ± 5m into these stands,
only with the written consent of the owner of that stand. In this case the golf course fence
will link up with the side fences.
4.2.2 When piling needs to be done, all four sides must be enclosed except for a ± 5m opening
for machines to go through (see also item 4.2.1 if more workspace is needed.
4.2.3 The Contractor to provide “danger tape” around any excavation, not protected by fencing.
4.3

No concrete, dagha, cement or such may be temporally stored, or mixed or prepared on any
of the roadways, curbs and pavements.

4.4

Materials which are off loaded by a supplier or Contractor may not encroach onto the
adjacent site, the pavement or roadway. Said materials to be offloaded at least 1 meter
away from the street boundary. Where suppliers fail to adhere to this, the responsible
Contractor shall move the materials accordingly. The Contractor is also responsible for
removal of any sand or rubble that may have washed or moved into the road.

4.5

The Contractor is to ensure that the roads and vicinity of his house site is always kept neat
and tidy, including if materials or mud or spoil is being driven or dropped onto the road or
sidewalk.

4.6

The Contractor shall provide adequate facilities for rubbish disposal and ensure that the
workers use the provided facility and that the rubbish is removed daily. No rubbish may be
burnt or buried on site. No form of paper, cement bags, tile off-cuts, ceiling boards, roof
tiles, rubble, or the like is to be left lying around, nor be allowed to blow off the site.

4.7

Accumulation of hardcore for fill shall be neatly piled.
disposal dump or spoil zones may be arranged.
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4.8

Being adjacent to the Hartbeespoort Dam and with the golf course lakes, pollution and
contamination of groundwater and run-off water is particularly sensitive. Contractors shall
ensure special care in their handling, disposal and cleaning up operations, with particular
note to paint, tile grout, tile adhesive, cement and rhinolite, chemicals, oil and fuel, etc.
Special preventative controls must be taken on waterfront sites to avoid spillage. See also
section B1, point 7.12 – “Environmental Considerations during Construction”.

4.9

As the sewer treatment plant for the Estate cannot process unreasonable waste,
Contractors shall treat the drains as though a septic tank system, and shall not allow foreign
objects, items and construction materials as noted in 4.8 above, to enter the system.

4.10 Fires for cooking or any other purposes will not be permitted, and Contractors shall ensure
approved alternative meal arrangements are made.
4.11 The Contractor shall provide approved portable chemical toilet facilities for the workers.
Adjacent construction sites may share toilets as approved by the HOA. Toilets and
changing facilities shall be suitably positioned and screened with forest fence in such a way
that the toilet cannot be seen from either the golf course or street side, and kept hygienic.
4.12 One approved building board shall be erected per site, (See diagram 26) and such board is
to be erected neatly in the corner of each site. Boards are to be maintained in a plumb and
level position throughout the contract, and can be removed after final house inspection has
been reserved. This board to include for a standard safety warning.
4.13 No Contractors, sub-contractors or suppliers boards of any kind will be allowed.
4.14 Construction materials may only be delivered to the house site on an as-needs basis for
installation by latest the Friday of that week, and surplus materials must not be allowed to
visibly accumulate on the house site.
4.15 The certificate of completion by the HOA includes for the site, and adjacent stand, to be
entirely cleared of all rubble, surplus materials, and be impeccably clean, and the verge reinstated, all to the satisfaction of the HOA. A grass seeding of that adjacent stand may be
necessary, and if so, to be done by Golf Data.
4.16 Contractor’s vehicles and equipment shall not be parked or left overnight on the Estate,
unless by extreme exception, e.g. piling and raft foundation, and will require the consent of
the HOA.
4.17 One half drum (± 20l) to be provided under drinking tap (push button tap) during
construction phase.
4.18 Building sites to be locked with chain and padlock when activities for the day end. A fine of
R500.00 will be imposed on if not adhered to.
5.

Contractors yards, storage and offices

5.1

No storage sheds, containers, or yards will be allowed on the Estate or house sites.

6.

General
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6.1

The speed limit is 40km/h and speeding and reckless driving will not be tolerated. Due care
must also be taken by all vehicles not to block the thoroughfare of roads.

6.2

No pets, birds, or domestic animals of the Contractors’ will be permitted onto the Estate.

6.3

Noise reduction is essential, and Contractors shall endeavour whenever possible to limit
unnecessary noise, especially employee loud talking, shouting or whistling, radios, sirens or
hooters, motor revving etc.

6.4

Contractors are expected to conduct their building operations in a reasonable and cooperative manner. Should the HOA have any concerns in respect of the conduct of the
Contractor, its staff whether casual or full time, its sub-contractors or its suppliers or any of
their employees, the HOA may direct the rectification as the HOA may deem necessary.
The HOA reserve the right to suspend at any time and without notice any building activities
either indefinitely or until any undesirable conduct is rectified and indemnifies itself against
any liability from the owner and / or Contractor and / or sub-contractor and / or supplier
and/or any third party.
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B4
ACTIVITY

Environmental Management Plan FOR ISSUES during construction at
Pecanwood Estate
ASPECT

IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURE:
(objective and target)

1.Education
of contractor
staff

Worker
conduct

Workers need
to be aware of
the impact of
their actions
on the
environment

Objective: To educate the workers on
the correct environmental procedures.
Targets:
1) All site personnel should have basic
environmental awareness training.

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RESPONSIBILITY

SCHEDULE

There is no damage
on the environment
caused by workers

Contractors

Construction
phase

No complaints from
I&APs
and
neighbours

2) Working under the influence of
alcohol is strictly forbidden.
3) Excessive noise is not allowed.
4) No birds may be hunted.

2. Security

Security
during
construction

Increased
human traffic
and activities
on the site can
result in
increased
crime

Objective: To prevent the increase of
crime on the site and surrounding
areas.

No crime

Contractor
workers

and

Construction
phase

Targets:
1) Contractor personnel should wear
Pecanwood access cards
2) No unauthorised personnel will be
allowed onto the site.
3) No workers will be allowed to
trespass on private properties in the
neighbouring areas.
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ACTIVITY

ASPECT

IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURE:
(objective and target)

3. Health and
Safety

Prevention of
injuries of
workers on
site

Unsafe
working
conditions can
cause injuries
and health
risks to
workers and
locals

Objective: Ensure a safe and healthy
working environment
Targets:

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RESPONSIBILITY

SCHEDULE

No injuries

Contractor

Workers wear safety
gear

Workers

Construction
phase

1) The contractor must comply with the
standards set out in the OHS Act.
2) Provision of appropriate Personal
Protection Equipment (PPE).
3) Respect worker’s right to refuse to
work in an unsafe and unhealthy
environment.
4) Provide first aid component and
train workers how to use it.
5) All work to be carried out under
supervision and according to best
practice.
6) Material stockpiles or stacks must
be stable and well secured to
prevent collapse of the stockpile and
possible injury to workers.
7) All dangerous areas on the site
should be clearly marked as such
including
areas
for
storing
dangerous materials.
8) Employees will be supplied with
hearing protection if noise levels
exceed 85 decibels.
9) Workers are not allowed to drink
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ACTIVITY

ASPECT

IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURE:
(objective and target)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RESPONSIBILITY

SCHEDULE

No fires reported
during construction

Contractor

Construction
phase

alcohol during working hours.
10) Compile a report of injuries on site.
11)

Fire control
and
prevention

Fire can
destroy
vegetation,
surrounding
property, and
injure staff.

Local residents will not be
permitted to use construction sites
as a thoroughfare.

Objective: To avoid fires that could
potentially get out of control and destroy
the surrounding areas.

Workers

Targets:
1) Hold regular fire prevention talks
and reminders to the staff on fire
prevention.
2) No fires may be made on site.
3) Ensure adequate fire fighting
equipment on site and in all major
working areas.
4) Ensure that all workers on site know
the proper procedure in case of a
fire incidence on site.
5) Smoking is not permitted in those
areas considered a fire hazard.
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ACTIVITY

ASPECT

IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURE:
(objective and target)

4. Site
Preparation

Vehicles

Cleaning and
grubbing

Exhaust fumes
and oil spillage
from vehicles
may
pollute
the
environment

Removal
of
vegetation and
top soil during
site
clearing
can promote
erosion

Objective: Limit pollution by vehicles.

Targets:

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RESPONSIBILITY

SCHEDULE

Air pollution and
noisy do not exceed
acceptable limits.

Contractor

Site
preparation
phase

Construction
vehicle drivers

No spillages.

1) All mechanical equipment should
be in good working order and
adhere
to
relevant
noise
requirements of the Road Traffic
Act.
2)

All vehicles should be equipped
with a silencer to the exhaust
system.

3)

Security systems that generate
noise, including reserve gear
alarms, should be adjusted to
minimise noise.

4)

The vehicles should be in good
working order and all faults should
be repaired immediately.

Objective: Prevent soil erosion during
clearing of site

Construction
phase

No complaints from
neighbours.
No complaints from
workforce.

No signs of erosion
on the site.

Contractor
Workers

Site
preparation

Targets:
1) Locate stockpiles away
waterways and roads.

from

2) Topsoil should not be removed long
in advance of the construction
activities since this may result in
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ACTIVITY

ASPECT

IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURE:

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RESPONSIBILITY

SCHEDULE

Objective:
Prevent
storm
water
damage on the site and surrounding

No evidence of soil
erosion

Contractor

Construction
phase

Targets:

No blocked storm
water drains

(objective and target)
erosion.
3) Topsoil approximately 250 mm
deep shall be removed from all
areas where physical disturbance of
the surface shall occur.
4) Topsoil should not be stored to a
height exceeding 1.5m and should
not be compacted.
5) Erosion
prevention
measures
should be implemented to prevent
the erosion of topsoil.
Storm water
management

Serious
environmental
impacts can
be caused by
unmanaged
storm water

1) In order to capture storm water and
promote infiltration temporary cutoff drains may be required to divert
storm water to the existing
drainage system.
2) Earth, stone, and rubble must be
properly disposed of in order to
ensure that natural water pathways
over the site are not blocked.
3) The site drainage system should
be checked periodically in order to
ensure that the water flow is not
obstructed.
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ASPECT

IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURE:
(objective and target)

5. Site
support
facility

Temporary
Services
Provision

Provisioning of
facilities such
as water and
ablution
facilities
can
have
a
negative
impact on the
environment

Objective: To establish ablution and
waste facilities and water supply in a
way that will have a minimal impact on
the receiving environment.
Targets:
1)

Provide suitable ablution and other
facilities to avoid negative impacts
on the environment.

2)

Establish
measures.

proper

3)

Any effluents containing oil, grease
or other industrial substances shall
be collected in a suitable
receptacle and removed from site,
either for resale or for appropriate
disposal at recognised facility.

4)

Spillages should be cleaned up
immediately and removed, along
with polluted soil, to a recognised
facility.

5)

Skips shall be placed at each
construction site to prevent refuse
from spreading from or on the site.

6)

Remove all temporary structures
and re-instate the area on
completion of works.

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RESPONSIBILITY

SCHEDULE

Minimal pollution of
soil and water.

Contractor

Throughout
the
construction
phase

Minimal
impacts.

erosion

Effluents managed
effectively.
No complaints from
the work force.

hygiene
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ACTIVITY

ASPECT

IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURE:
(objective and target)

Temporary
Site Storage
Facilities

Storage of
machinery and
building
material, as
well as,
vehicle
maintenance
yard can have
a negative
influence on
the
environment
and work
force.

Objective: To store and repair
machinery/vehicles
and
building
materials without polluting or damaging
the environment.
Targets:
1) Design storage areas to limit the
possibility of pollution, and avoid
contamination of soil, ground or
surface water through accidental
diesel and/or oil spills.

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RESPONSIBILITY

SCHEDULE

No pollution through
equipment leakages.

Contractor

Throughout
the
construction
phase

Site storage facilities
have minimal impact
on the aesthetic
value of the site.
No complaints from
I&APs.
No complaints from
the worker force.

2) The chosen area should be the
minimum size reasonably required
and cause the least disturbance to
the surroundings.
3) Storage areas will be established
within the construction site area and
the same targets as set out for
establishment of the campsite shall
be set.
4) No vehicle may be extensively
repaired on site.
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ACTIVITY

ASPECT

IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURE:

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

(objective and target)
Disposal and
storage of
Hazardous
materials

Hazardous
materials can
pose health
risks to
workers and
community if
not disposed
off
responsibly.
They can also
result
in
pollution
of
water
resources.

Objective: To ensure that no
hazardous substances pose health
threats or causes pollution

No
pollution
hazardous
substances

Targets:

No health threats
due to hazardous
spillages, etc

1) Storage
facilities
should
be
established within the boundaries of
the construction site.

by

RESPONSIBILITY

SCHEDULE

Contractor

Construction
phase

Workforce

2) The chosen area should be the
minimum size reasonably required
and cause the least disturbance to
the surroundings.
3) The area
fenced.

should

be

securely

4) Construct walls and floors of the
storage areas with impervious
material.
5) Suitably covered receptacles shall
be available at all times and should
be placed conveniently for the
disposal of hazardous waste.
6) Dispose hazardous waste (oils,
effluent and corrosive materials) off
site in approved waste dumps on a
regular basis.
7) Follow specific requirements for
handling,
transportation
and
disposal of hazardous substances.
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ACTIVITY

ASPECT

IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURE:
(objective and target)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RESPONSIBILITY

SCHEDULE

No excessive dust
on and around the
site

Contractor

Construction
phase

Contractor

Construction
phase

8) Emergency response procedures to
be readily available.
6.
Construction

Construction
activities

Ambient
noise levels

Windblown
dust
from
construction
activities and
air
pollution
from vehicles
can
affect
human health
and
the
environment

Objective: To minimise impacts of
windblown dust on human health and
the environment.

Construction
activities,
construction
personnel on
site,
and
construction
vehicles
moving to and
from the site
shall result in
increased
ambient noise
levels in the
area

Objective: To minimise ambient noise
levels on the site and the surroundings.

No excessive noise
on the site

Targets:

No complaints from
neighbours

Targets:
1)

The extent of the disturbed areas
should be minimised.

2)

Appropriate dust suppression
measures, e.g. dampening with
water, should be used when dust
generation
is
unavoidable,
particularly during prolonged
periods of dry weather in winter.

1) Restricting work
working hours.

to agreed

Workforce

2) Employees will be supplied
with hearing protection if noise
levels exceed 85 decibels.
3) All machines should be
equipped with appropriate
noise reduction equipment and
all
vehicles
shall
be
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ACTIVITY

ASPECT

IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURE:
(objective and target)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RESPONSIBILITY

SCHEDULE

No littering visible on
the site

Contractor
Workforce

Throughout
the
construction
phase

Contractor

Throughout

roadworthy (including meeting
maximum noise specifications)
4) The vehicles exhaust and
baffle systems shall be
maintained regularly to ensure
that the noise from these
vehicles is within the required
noise specification.
Solid waste
management

Solid
waste
can
pollute
land and water

Objective: Manage solid waste in such
a way that it shall not pollute the land
and water.
Targets:
1)

Concrete

Water and

Refuse bins shall be strategically
placed throughout the site for nonhazardous refuse such as glass,
bottles, plastic bags, scrap metal,
paper, food leftovers, etc.

2)

Refuse shall be collected on
regular basis for disposal at a
recognised disposal facility.

3)

Workers shall be informed and
warned against littering.

Objective: To ensure that concrete

No smell from rotting
garbage
No complaints from
neighbours
No complaints from
the work force

No

water polluted
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ACTIVITY

ASPECT

IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURE:
(objective and target)

production
and related
issues

7. Finishing

Aesthetics

land pollution
can occur
through
concrete
production

Reduction in
aesthetics
if
construction
site
is not
rehabilitated

residue and waste water does not
cause pollution

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RESPONSIBILITY

SCHEDULE

with
materials

cement

Workforce

construction
phase

Topsoil
replaced,
and stabilised on
areas that are not
built on or paved,
and
vegetation
stabilised.

Contractor

Immediately
after
completing
the
construction

Targets:
1)

Avoid mixing concrete in areas
where excess material could enter
drainage systems.

2)

When hosing down concreted
areas use minimal water and allow
sediments to settle in an area made
with sandbags.

3)

Ensure the concrete batching plant
is protected from wind to reduce
cement sand being dispersed during
handling.

Objective: To rehabilitate the land.
Targets:
1) Remove all temporary facilities and
waste materials.
2) Correct drainage and rehabilitation
to be ensured.
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Procedure for Environmentally related emergencies and remediation
The environmentally related emergencies and remediation procedure must include:


A description of the potential accidents and emergencies;



Identify a person who will take charge during the emergency;



Responsibility, authority and duties of workers with specific roles during the
emergency (fire-wardens, first aid staff, spillage specialists);



Evaluation of the procedures;



Identification and location of hazardous materials, and emergency action required;



Interface requirements with external emergency services;



Communication with statutory bodies;



Communication with neighbors and the public;



Location of necessary information during the emergency (layout drawings,
hazardous material storage areas, procedures, contact telephone numbers, etc).

It is essential that all accidents and incidents be reported immediately. Any person who becomes aware
of any environmental damage or pollution must report to his supervisor as soon as possible in order to
take the necessary corrective action.
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Acknowledgement
The above document dated July 2014 is acknowledged to be fully understood by the
Contractor and owner, who undertake to comply with all the above, in addition to any further
controls which may be instituted by the HOA from time to time in the form of a written
notification and to ensure compliance by any sub-contractors employed by the Contractor,
and any suppliers to either Contractor, sub-contractor, or owner.

Owner’s Signature

Contractor’s Signature

Name

Name of signatoree

Witness

Witness

Date

Date

Stand No

Name of Contracting Company

Tel No:

(Bus)
(Res)
(Cell)

Fax No:

Fax No
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Indemnity Letter – Waterfront and Internal Lakes

ANNEXURE A

INDEMNITY

Waterfront Properties / Internal Lakes

TO

PECANWOOD ESTATE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
PO BOX 302
BROEDERSTROOM
0240

FAX NO

(012) 2441902

Dear Sirs,
THE EMBANKMENT WALL ON UNIT ………………… PECANWOOD ESTATE
We/ I the undersigned hereby indemnify Pecanwood Estate Homeowners Association and their employers and
agents, against any claim, loss or damages that my result or arise from activity or work to, against, into or anyway
interfering or concerned either or altering the embankment wall, by persons other that Pecanwood Homeowners
Association or their agents appointed in writing.
I also warrant that this indemnity is irrevocable and shall remain in perpetuity, and shall be undertaken by the
transferee/s in any form of agreement that shall in any form directly or indirectly transfer ownership, or part
ownership, of the above property to new or other owners
I choose as my domicillium et executandi for purposes hereof the following address:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………
SIGNED

…………………………………….
DATE

NAME

………………………………………………………………………………….

AUTHORITY

………………………………………………………………………………….

REGISTERED OWNER

………………………………………………………………………………….

Approval of Plans by HOA

ANNEXURE B

Date ……………………..

ATTENTION: MR/MRS………………………………………………………………………….

RE: APPROVAL OF PLANS BY PECANWOOD HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

Dear ……………………
This serves to confirm that the plans for Erf …………………. Pecanwood Estate has been duly
approved by the Homeowners Association (see stamp of approval).
The approval is valid for a period of 12 months. Please note that these plans are to be submitted and
approved by the Town Council of Madibeng before construction may commence.

Yours faithfully

………………………….

SITE HANDOVER/ EXCAVATION CERTIFICATE

ANNEXURE C

The Pecanwood Homeowners Association takes no responsibility for the accuracy of information given to contractors.
Although the Pecanwood Homeowners Association, in order to assist contractors have supplied the information below it
still remains the full responsibility for the contractor to ensure that no services are damaged and if they are the services
must be repaired at the contractors cost.
Erf No
Erf Area
Extension
Building Contractor
SERVICES (these are indicated on attached plan and form part of this certificate)
I ………………………………………….. Being the authorised representative of ………………………………………………
Certify that I am aware of the following services near to or on the property:
SERVICE
Water
Sewer
Electricity
Telkom
Irrigation
Storm Water

LOCATION
As per attached diagram
As per attached diagram
As per attached diagram
As per attached diagram
As per attached diagram
As per attached diagram

ERF PEGS

I undertake to hand excavate to locate the any services that fall within the property boundary and to call for an
inspection by the representatives of the Homeowners Association before digging for foundations or carrying out any
other excavation on site.
I acknowledge that although the Homeowners Association have indicated the probable position of the services, that it is
the responsibility of my organisation to exercise extreme caution when excavating on the site and that we will repair, at
our cost any damages to underground services caused by excavations on site.
Signed at PECANWOOD ESTATE on ………………. Day of ………………….. 20………….

(SITE HANDOVER DATE)

Signature (Building Contractor) …………………………...…… Signature (Stand Owner) ……………………………………..
PECANWOOD ESTATE HOA ………………………………… DATE………………………………………………………….….
Levies checked by ………………………………………………….

ANNEXURE D

REQUIREMENTS NEEDED FOR BUILDING: PECANWOOD ESTATE
Prior to commencement of any building at Pecanwood Estate your application has to have
final approval from Pecanwood Homeowners Association. Below is a list of requirements
needed for your application to be an “accredited” builder at Pecanwood Estate. (Note that
no “owner builder” is allowed)
Please supply us with the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Company CV with references, i.e. other contract work completed similar to
Pecanwood Estates’ upmarket housing units.
Bank References (a letter from your bank stating how long you have been
associated and if they are happy with the way your financial affairs are
conducted.)
A copy of your Certificate of registration with the NHBRC.
Signed copy of the Pecanwood Homeowners Architectural Design Rules &
Building Contractor Rules.
A copy of the contractors All Risks and Public Liability Insurance Policy.
Letter of good standing from the office of The Compensation Commissioner
(workman’s compensation).
Contractor’s indemnity in terms of section 37(2) of the occupational Health and
Safety act no. 85 of 1993. (Forms available at the HOA office)

You will be advised once your application has been approved. A deposit of R75 000.00 for a
new house & R 20 000.00 for an alteration will be required prior to commencement of
building, and will be returned once the building contract is completed and occupation has
been given.

ANNEXURE E

CONTRACTORS DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED PRIOR TO BUILDING
The following pre-conditions shall be complied with before building activity may commence.
The owner/contractor shall give the HOA at least 14 days notice of his intent to start building and
provide the following information before commencement:
A.

HOA Welcome letter signed by owner and contractor. (Letter available at Estate Office)

B.

Excavation Certificate signed by the Contractor. (To be issued before any work commence on site)

C.

A site handover document, signed by the Contractor and the HOA. (To be issued at SHO)

D. A copy of the Architectural Design and Building Rules, signed by the owner and Contractor.
E.

HOA -The HOA letter of accreditation of the Contractor

F.

A copy of the Building Contract between the owner and Contractor, duly signed by both.

G. HOA - Payment of the building performance deposit. (R 75 000)
H. HOA - Proof of payment of Plan and Building submission fee to the HOA.
I.

HOA - The architect’s receipt of payment of fees.

J.

The working drawings, specifications and schedule of finishes approved by the HOA.

K. A copy of the working drawing as approved by the Madibeng Municipality.
L.

The Contractor’s NHBRC Registration Certificate.

M. NHBRC Certificate of Registration for this building contract. (Enrolment)
N. A copy of the Contractors All Risks and Public Liability Insurance Policy.
O. HOA - Confirmation of transfer and land ownership.
P.

HOA - Letter to adjacent home owner.

Q. Construction Bar chart for this contract
R.

List of sub-contractors for this contract

S.

HOA - Consent from finance dept. (levies paid up to date?)

Please forward the above documents to Caieta De Wet at the Estate office: Fax (012) 244 – 1900

Indemnity Letter – Decks, Jetty’s and Boat Lifts on the Hartbeespoort Dam

ANNEXURE F

INDEMNITY

Decks, Jetty’s & Boat Lifts on the shoreline of the Hartbeespoort Dam

TO

PECANWOOD ESTATE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION NPC
PO BOX 302
BROEDERSTROOM
0240

FAX NO

(012) 2441900

Dear Sirs,
IN RE THE DECK, JETTY OR BOAT LIFT TO BE INSTALLED OR INSTALLED AT STAND ………………… PECANWOOD
ESTATE TOWNSHIP
We/I the undersigned has erected or will erect a deck, jetty or boat lift according to the Architectural Design and
Building Rules and Building Contractor Rules (hereinafter “the Rules”) of the Pecanwood Estate Homeowners
Association NPC (hereinafter “the HOA”) at my stand.
We/I acknowledge that the Rules of the HOA are in addition to any restrictions imposed in terms of conditions of
title, the applicable town planning scheme of Madibeng Local Council, National Legislation, such as the National
Water Act 36 of 1998, or any other local building regulations.
Notwithstanding that the plans and the deck, jetty or boat lift comply aesthetically with the Rules of the HOA, the
compliance shall under no circumstances absolve me, the owner, from the need to comply with restrictions
imposed by third parties such as, but not limited to, the Department of Water Affairs. The aesthetical approval of
the plans and deck, jetty and boat lift shall not be construed as permitting any contravention of restrictions
imposed by any authority having legal jurisdiction.
We/I the undersigned hereby indemnify the HOA and/or their employees and/or agents, against any claim, loss
or damages that my result or arise from whatsoever cause arising in respect of the installation and subsequent
usage of a deck, jetty or boat lift or any subsequent legal request or demand by the Department of Water Affairs
or any legitimate authority for the removal of the deck, jetty or boat lift.
We/I also warrant that this indemnity is irrevocable, shall remain in perpetuity and shall it be the obligation of
the transferee/s to transfer this obligation to new owners in any form of agreement upon sale of the stand.
I choose as my domicillium et executandi for purposes of correspondence hereof the following address:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………
SIGNED

…………………………………….
DATE

NAME
AUTHORITY
REGISTERED OWNER

………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………….

Indemnity Letter – Retaining Wall

ANNEXURE G

INDEMNITY

Retaining Wall

TO

PECANWOOD ESTATE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
PO BOX 302
BROEDERSTROOM
0240

FAX NO

(012) 2441902

Dear Sirs,
THE RETAINING WALL ON UNIT

PECANWOOD ESTATE

We/ I the undersigned hereby indemnify Pecanwood Estate Homeowners Association and their
employers and agents, against any claim, loss or damages that my result or arise from activity or work
to, against, into or anyway interfering or concerned either or altering the embankment wall, by persons
other that Pecanwood Homeowners Association or their agents appointed in writing.
I also warrant that this indemnity is irrevocable and shall remain in perpetuity, and shall be undertaken
by the transferee/s in any form of agreement that shall in any form directly or indirectly transfer
ownership, or part ownership, of the above property to new or other owners
I choose as my domicillium et executandi for purposes hereof the following address:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………
SIGNED

…………………………………….
DATE

NAME

………………………………………………………………………………….

AUTHORITY

………………………………………………………………………………….

REGISTERED OWNER

…………………………………………………..……………………………..
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SPECIFICATION:
SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM
2 x HUDU 26 TUBE SOLAR
COLLECTOR SYSTEM CON-

CONCRETE ROOF TILES

SOLAR COLLECTOR
PANELS AS PER
SPECIFICATION BY
SPECIALIST

NECTED TO 2 x 200 LITRE
IN-ROOF GEYSERS VIA 2 x
SOLAR WATER PUMPS.
COLLECTORS INSTALLED
ON THE WESTERN SLOPE
OF THE HIGH LEVEL OF THE

U/S OF WALL PLATE
68 COURSES 5 780

MAIN SECTION OF ROOF

LAMINATED TIMBER
BEAM

ITEMS:
CONCRETE ROOF TILES

F.C.L. BALCONY
35 COURSES 2 975

TIMBER BALUSTRADE
TO HOA APPROVAL

RWP
2 125

W10

TIMBER CLADDED
STEEL COL. WITH
TIE-BACKS

DECORATIVE
TIMBER
SCREEN

FLASHING

2 x HUDU SOLAR COLLECTORS

U/S LINTOL
61 COURSES 5 185

PLASTER
& PAINT

W4

26 EVACUATED GLASS TUBES

BULLNOSED EXPOSED
DOUBLE SPROCKETS
F.C.L. 1st SLAB
WITH GUTTER
36 COURSES 3 060

W4

2 x 200 LITRE IN-ROOF GEYSERS
CONNECTED TO COLLECTORS
2 x CIRCULATION PUMPS 12V 5W

PLASTER
& PAINT

COL. PLASTER
TO DETAIL

TIMBER CLADDED
STEEL COL.

W7

PLASTER
& PAINT

SF4a

SF4

SLATE STONE
CLADDED PODIUM

W7

W7
U/S LINTOL

W6

510

U/S LINTOL
28 COURSES 2 380

2 x SOLAR PANELS 5W

W9A

RWP

RWP

25 COURSES 2 125

RWP
FACEBRICK PLINTH
500 HIGH MAX.

F.C.L. HOUSE
0 COURSES 0 000

S10

FACEBRICK PLINTH
500 HIGH MAX.

F.C.L. GARAGE
-1 COURSE -0 085

WEST ELEVATION 1=100

REV DATE

DESCRIPTION

0

2009-11-06

POSITION OF SOLAR PANELS

1

2009-11-20

SPECIFICATION OF SOLAR PANELS

PECANWOOD
ESTATE

Daan van Wyk
ARCHITECTS
Pr Arch. MIArch

P O BOX 12638
QUEENSWOOD 0121
CELL : 084 506 0570
TEL/FAX : 012 332 1149
daanvan@iburst.co.za

PROPOSED NEW RESIDENCE
ON ERF 1172-6
6 MOUNTAIVIEW DRIVE
PECANWOOD ESTATE

PECANWOOD ESTATE
Mr & Me CONCALVES

ROOF PLAN INDICATING POSITION OF SOLAR PANELS 1=200
DRAWN

DATE

NOV 2009

JDvW

DRAWING NUMBER

PW 1172-6 (5)

SCALE

AS SHOWN

REV.
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ESTATE

PORTION 75

I ON 11
EXTENT

EXTE
NSI ON

EAGLE'S LANDING
TOWNSHIP

.0M
1 98

.0M

CIRCLE

P EC
AN W
OOD

2 64

AN DS

Y-86100

W OO DL

AD
EST RO

X 50900

X 50900

EAGLE'S LANDING
TOWNSHIP

CORMORANT LAKE

8

DOUBLE STOREY HOUSES

DRIVE

M

PECANWO OD

98. 0M

2 21

.0M

PECANWOOD EXTENSION 7

9
264.0

PECANWOOD EXTENSION 10

165 .0M

8A
104 165

u/s of Portico / Entrance
Wall Plate

Max 49 Courses = 4.165

Lintel to Suit

102 975

u/s of Living Areas
Wall Plate

Max 35 Courses = 2.975

100 000

Top of Floor Slab

ALTERNATIVE - A
TYPICAL SECTION

104 165

u/s of Portico / Entrance
Wall Plate

Max 49 Courses = 4.165

102 975

Lintel to Suit

u/s of Living Areas
Wall Plate

Max 35 Courses = 2.975

100 000

Top of Floor Slab

GARAGE OR HOUSE

ALTERNATIVE - B
TYPICAL SECTION

roof overhang

C/
L

Paving

GARAGE OR HOUSE
Lintel Over to Suit

roof overhang
1M paving apron

PORTICO
Paving

Lintel Over to Suit
roof overhang
1M paving apron

Lintel Over

roof overhang

roof overhang

paved drive way

paved drive way

ALTERNATIVE - A
TYPICAL PLAN

2.125M High

Screen Wall

C/
L

PORTICO

Lintel Over to Suit

GARAGE OR HOUSE

GARAGE OR HOUSE

Lintel Over to Suit

Lintel Over

1M paving apron

SOLID TIMBER DOORS
TO BE SET-BACK FROM
STREET FECADE OF HOUSE
DOOR DESIGN TO BE APPROVED BY H.O.A

ALTERNATIVE - B
TYPICAL PLAN

ROOF HEIGHTS - SINGLE STOREY
ENTRANCE AND / OR PORTICO
ESTATE

Building Line

Boundary Line

9A

PRE-CAST CON. BALL, WITH
WITH SLOPING PLASTER
ON TOP. (OPTIONAL)

+ / - 3.0M (To Suit)

+ / - 3.0M (To Suit)

300x300 Column
with plaster band
All External walls to
be scratched plaster and
paint to H.O.A approval

Face Brick Plinth Max 500mm High
N.G.L

Face Brick Plinth Max 500mm High

Paving Surround

FOREST FENCE PANELS WITH BRICK PIERS

ADJACENT STAND

+ / - 3.0M (To Suit)

+ / - 3.0M (To Suit)

FOREST FENCE OR PALISADE PANEL
10 mm EXPANTION
TO ONE SIDE OF COL. ONLY

300x300 Column
with plaster band

Building Line

Boundary Line

340 mm HIGH F/BRICK
WALL WITH WEEPHOLES

PRE-CAST CON. BALL, WITH
WITH SLOPING PLASTER
ON TOP. (OPTIONAL)

300x300 Column
with plaster band

+ / - 3.0M (To Suit)
OPTION 1

+ / - 3.0M (To Suit)
OPTION 2

All External walls to
be scratched plaster and
paint to H.O.A approval

Face Brick Plinth Max 500mm High
Paving Surround

Paving Surround

N.G.L

Building Line

PALISADE FENCE PANELS WITH BRICK PIERS
Boundary Line

N.G.L

Face Brick Plinth Max 500mm High

FOREST FENCE AND PALISADE FENCE
WITH BRICK PIERS
ESTATE

Building Line

Boundary Line

9B

PRE-CAST CON. BALL, WITH
WITH SLOPING PLASTER
ON TOP. (OPTIONAL)

+ / - 3.0M (To Suit)

300x300 Column with plaster band

+ / - 3.0M (To Suit)

300x300 Column with plaster band

All External walls to
be scratched plaster and
paint to H.O.A approval

Face Brick Plinth Max 500mm High

All External walls to
be scratched plaster and
paint to H.O.A approval

Face Brick Plinth Max 500mm High

Paving Surround

Paving Surround

N.G.L

N.G.L

ADJACENT STAND

+ / - 3.0M (To Suit)

300x300 Column
with plaster band

+ / - 3.0M (To Suit)

10 mm EXPANTION
TO ONE SIDE OF COL. ONLY

10 mm EXPANTION
TO ONE SIDE OF COL. ONLY
2M HIGH WALL WITH
WALL WITH WEEPHOLES

SOLID BRICK WALL WITH PIERS
ESTATE

Min.
500

Adjoining
Property

GARAGE

SIDE BOUNDARY LINE

SIDE BOUNDARY LINE

Gate to Approval

Min. 800

Gate to Approval

Min . 8
00

220 Brick Wall

220 Brick Wall

SIDE BOUNDARY LINE

SIDE BOUNDARY LINE

10

Min.
500

Adjoining
Property

GARAGE

DIAGRAM FOR BOUNDARY WALLS WITH

MINIMUM GARAGE SIDE SPACE CRITERIA

ESTATE

SIDE BOUNDARY LINE

1M Building Line

220 X 440 Brick Piers
440

EXISTING HOUSE
+ / - 3.0M (To Suit)

440

220 X 440 Brick Piers

FOREST FENCE or PALISADE FENCE

780

SIDE BOUNDARY LINE

1M Building Line

11

1000
220

EXISTING HOUSE

Adjoining
Property

SOLID BRICK WALL WITH PIERS

ESTATE

11 A

DOUBLE STOREY HOUSES - STAND 1173 - 1203
ESTATE

11 B
Golf Course

Existing Golf Cart Path

Boundary Line
Existing Low Retaining Wall
and Planter Edge

Standard Building Line

curved retaining wall

1.5m Fill Building Line

curved retaining wall

FILLING

4.5M Building Line
1M Building Line

PATIO

1M Building Line

HOUSE
ERF 1181 - 1188

DOUBLE
GARAGE

PORTICO

2M Building Line

200mm Garage Building Line

PECANWOOD ROADS

DOUBLE STOREY HOUSES
BUILDING LINES : ERF 1181 - 1188
ESTATE

Existing Golf
Cart Path

Golf Course

11 C

Landscaping
zone

FILLING

BOUNDARY LINE

open balcony

GROUND FLOOR
Building Line

HOUSE
ERF 1181 - 1188

FIRST FLOOR
Building Line

SECTION TROUGH RETAINING WALL
BUILDING LINES : ERF 1181 - 1188
ESTATE

11 D
SAND PLOVER POOLS

SURVEYED BOUNDARY LINE
WATER FRONTAGE BOUNDARY
SURVEYED BOUNDARY LINE
WATER FRONTAGE BOUNDARY

POOL

3M Building Line

HOUSE
G/F
PATIO

HOUSE
ERF 1 - 16 / 1172

F/F Building Line

1M Building Line

1M Building Line

F/F Building Line

5M F/F Building Line

HOUSE
G/F

5M F/F Building Line
HOUSE
G/F

DOUBLE
GARAGE

2M Building Line
200mm Garage Building Line

PECANWOOD ROADS

DOUBLE STOREY HOUSES
BUILDING LINES : ERF 1 - 16 OF 1172
ESTATE

12

STREET SIDE ONLY

STREET OR GOLF COURSE

STREET OR GOLF COURSE

TYPICAL STEEL FENCE DESIGNS
ESTATE

14

30 º

30 º

Slo

g
ilin
Ce
ed
p
o
Sl

pe

dC
eili
ng
30 º

Max 42 Courses = 3.570

17.5 º

Horizontal Ceiling

17.5 º

17.5 º

Max 35 Courses = 2.975

Max 35 Courses = 2.975

N.G.L

N.G.L

Kinked 30 º / 17.5 º Roof

OPPTION A : KINKED ROOF WITH SLOPED CEILING
OVERHANG : 600 mm
OPPTION B : KINKED ROOF WITH HORIZONTAL CEILING
OVERHANG : 600 mm
OPPTION C : KINKED ROOF WITH SLOPED CEILING
OVERHANG : 900 mm
OPPTION D : KINKED ROOF WITH HORIZONTAL CEILING
OVERHANG : 900 mm

30 º

30 º

Slo

ng
eili
dC
pe
o
l
S

pe

dC
eili
ng

30 º

Max 42 Courses = 3.570

Horizontal Ceiling

Max 35 Courses = 2.975

Max 35 Courses = 2.975

N.G.L

Normal 30 º Roof

N.G.L

OPPTION E : NORMAL ROOF WITH SLOPED CEILING
OVERHANG : 600 mm
OPPTION F : NORMAL ROOF WITH HORIZONTAL CEILING
OVERHANG : 600 mm
OPPTION G : NORMAL ROOF WITH SLOPED CEILING
OVERHANG : 900 mm
OPPTION H : NORMAL ROOF WITH HORIZONTAL CEILING
OVERHANG : 900 mm

ROOF TREATMENT
STANDARD ROOF AND KINKED ROOF
ESTATE

15

20mm PLASTER
40mm RECESS

40mm RECESS

20mm PLASTER
60mm PROTRUSION
60mm PROTRUSION

20mm PLASTER

40mm RECESS

20mm PLASTER

20mm PLASTER

20mm PLASTER

40mm RECESS
20mm PLASTER
60mm PROTRUSION
20mm PLASTER

60mm PROTRUSION

40mm RECESS

40mm RECESS

20mm PLASTER

20mm PLASTER

TYPICAL COLUMN DETAILS
ALL DETAILS ON PLAN TO BE APPROVED BY H.O.A
ESTATE

16

Min. 1.0 M

Min. 1.0 M

TOP OF
CHIMNEY STRUCTURE

CHIMNEY
PROTRUTION POINT

Min. 1.0 M

Min. 1.0 M

TOP OF
CHIMNEY STRUCTURE

CHIMNEY
PROTRUTION POINT

Min. 1.0 M

TOP OF
CHIMNEY STRUCTURE

CHIMNEY
PROTRUTION POINT

STANDARD CHIMNEY DETAILS
OPTION A - E
ESTATE

17 A - B

SG

SG

SG

SG

Al.

WD

SG

SG
SG

Al.

SG

SG
SG

SG
SG

Al.

Al.

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG
SG

SG

Al.

SG

Al.

ENTRANCE DOORS

AL. Door

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG
SG

Al.

WD

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

Al.

WD

Al.

PIVOT DOORS

WD

BACK DOORS

TYPICAL DOOR SCHEDULE
FENESTRATION
All Fenestration calculations to comply with SANS 204:2001 and SANS 10400XA
Only Wood and Aluminium Frames to be used
All Tinted or coated energy efficient glass to H.O.A's colour approval

Palisade Gate

Steel Gate

Wood Gate

Special Gates
to H.O.A Approval

TYPICAL GATE SCHEDULE

TYPICAL DOOR AND GATE DESIGNS
ESTATE

17 A - B

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG
SG
SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG
SG

TYPICAL WINDOW SCHEDULE

SG

FENESTRATION
All Fenestration calculations to comply with SANS 204:2001 and SANS 10400XA
Only Wood and Aluminium Frames to be used
All Tinted or coated energy efficient glass to H.O.A's colour approval

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

SG

TYPICAL SLIDING / FOLDING DOOR SCHEDULE

TYPICAL WINDOW AND DOOR DESIGNS
ESTATE

SG

GOLF COURSE

ERF

19

ERF

AREA INDICATED IS A RECIPROCAL
R.O.W SERVITUDE

ERF

20 dia IRRIGATION LINE

ERF

20 dia IRRIGATION LINE

ROAD

ROAD

PAVED DRIVEWAY TO PANHANDLE STANDS
JACK NICKLAUS DRIVE
ESTATE

22

500mm Garage Building Line

HOUSE

WALK WAY

DOUBLE
GARAGE

2M Building Line

200mm Garage Building Line

fall

fall

Garden / Landscaping
by Specialist
to fall to street

KERB LINE

Garden / Landscaping
by Specialist
to fall to street

fall

fall

EXTRA
PATHWAY ONLY

KERB LINE

PECANWOOD ROADS

DOUBLE
GARAGE

HOUSE

2M Building Line

200mm Garage Building Line

KERB LINE

EXTRA
SINGLE PARKING

Garden / Landscaping
by Specialist
to fall to street

fall

fall

fall

fall

Garden / Landscaping
by Specialist
to fall to street

KERB LINE

PECANWOOD ROADS

DOUBLE
GARAGE

HOUSE

200mm Garage Building Line

KERB LINE

EXTRA
DOUBLE PARKING

Garden / Landscaping
by Specialist
to fall to street

KERB LINE

PECANWOOD ROADS

DRIVEWAYS AND VISITORS PARKING
ESTATE

fall

fall

fall

fall

Garden / Landscaping
by Specialist
to fall to street

WALK WAY

2M Building Line

23

GREEN AND WHITE STREET No'S
TREATED MASONITE COVERED WITH FIBREGLASS RESIN.
"ARTIC WHITE" NUMBERS AND LOGO ON DARK GREEN BACK GROUND.
120 mm HIGH NUMBERS, STYLE AS PER EXISTING, FIXED ONTO WALL FACING THE STREET.

30 mm SPACERS

STAINLESS STEEL STREET No'S
LASER CUT STAINLESS STEEL HOUSE NUMBERS
FIXED TO WALL WITH 3 x 'PLUG AND SCREW", WITH 30 mm SPACERS

LASER CUT STAINLESS
STEEL HOUSE NUMBERS

HOUSE NUMBERS
ESTATE

24

HANDRAIL

NGL

NGL

ELEVATION FROM GOLF COURSE

NGL
PLANTS TO SCREEN EXPOSED
SUB-STRUCTURE BY OWNER

HANDRAIL

NGL

TIMBER TRELLIS

Lower Deck Lvl.

Full Water Lvl.
PLANTS TO SCREEN EXPOSED
RE-TAINING STRUCTURE BY OWNER

FRONT ELEVATION FROM WATER
BOUNDARY LINE
1.0 m HIGH HANDRAIL

Upper Deck Lvl.

Max Patio Height

1.0 m HIGH HANDRAIL

TIMBER TRELLIS / LATICE TO SCREEN EXPOSED
SUB-STRUCTURE BY OWNER
Lower Deck Lvl.

SECTION

Full Water Lvl.

SUNDECKS / HANDRAILS / DECK STAIRS
ESTATE

HARTBEESPOORT DAM

25

RAMP

JETTY

Full Water Lvl.

LOWER DECK
MAX 25m² / 5 x 5

3 M Building Line

Building Line

WATERFRONT PROPERTY

Building Line

UPPER DECK
OR PATIO

Building Line
200mm Garage Building Line

PECANWOOD ROADS

WATERFRONT PROPERTY
DECK AND JETTY OPTIONS
ESTATE

e Si

g Li

ne

ary
Li ne

de B
ui ld
in

de B
oun
d

e Si

450

MAX 0
.

PATIO

Lak

Lak

pool
IN.

150
0
M
450

MAX0
.

HOUSE

SPU

RW

pool

LAK
E

450

MAX0
.

PATIO

PATIO
Upper Deck

IN G

IN.

150
0
M

HOUSE
Low
er D
eck

Upper Deck

Lower Deck

HOUSE

SPURWING LAKE DESIGN GUIDLINES

DECKING - TYPICAL PLAN OPTIONS

ESTATE

pool

Upper Deck

HOUSE
.

g Li

ne

ary
Li ne

de B
ui ld
in

de B
oun
d

e Si

e Si

150
0 MIN

Lak

Lak

26

Bottom of Re-Taining Wall
+/- 400mm Difference
Front Height Max. 1.3M

Top of Re-Taining Wall

2 x Stormwater Outlets

27

SPURWING LAKE

FILLING ZONE
3M B
uilding
Line

PATIO

DOUBLE
GARAGE

2M Building Line

500mm Garage Building Line

1M Building Line

1M Building Line

HOUSE

200mm Garage Building Line

PECANWOOD ROADS

SPURWING LAKE DESIGN GUIDLINES
Pre-CAST CONCRETE Re-TAINING WALL
ESTATE

SAND PLOVER POOLS

28

DECK B
MAX 30m²

DECK A
MAX 30m²

SURVEYED BOUNDARY LINE
WATER FRONTAGE BOUNDARY

SURVEYED BOUNDARY LINE
WATER FRONTAGE BOUNDARY

3M Building Line

TOTAL AREA OF 60m² AVAILABLE
FOR 2 x TIMBER DECKS BEYOND
THE WATER FRONTAGE BOUNDARY LINE

1M Building Line

ERF 1 - 16 / 1172

1M Building Line

2 x DECKS AT 30m² MAX. EACH
MIN. HEIGHT DIFFERNACE OF 0.8m BETWEEN DECKS
DECKS TO BE LINKED BY STEPS

2M Building Line
200mm Garage Building Line

PECANWOOD ROADS

TIMBER DECKS
ERF 1 - 16 OF 1172
ESTATE

29

HARTBEESPOORT DAM

1.5M Max Re-TAINER Building Line

Curved Re-Taining Wall

FILLING ZONE

POOL

Building Line

PATIO

DOUBLE
GARAGE

2M Building Line

500mm Garage Building Line

1M Building Line

1M Building Line

HOUSE

200mm Garage Building Line

PECANWOOD ROADS

WATERFRONT EMBANKMENT AND
Re-TAINING WALLS
ESTATE

30

STAND

P E CA N W O O D

123

ESTATE

OWNER :

MR. & MRS. A.N. OTHER
CONTRACTOR :

G
LO

TEL : 082 123 4567
012 345 6789

O

BEST BUILDERS

CONSTRUCTION SITE
UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY PROHIBITED

RED LETTERING ON WHITE BACK GROUND

SITE / CONSTRUCTION BOARD
ESTATE

